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Statement of Purpose
The Adams County Historical Society is committed to the presentation of the social, economic, political, and religious history of the county
and to the promotion of the study of that history. Expressing its commitment, the society maintains museum displays and a valuable library of
publications, and archival and manuscript material which includes estate papers, deed books, land surveys, and newspapers. In addition, it
publishes important historical studies and reprints of earlier studies on
Adams county history, a monthly newsletter, and a journal.
The editorial board of Adams County History encourages and invites
the submission of essays and notices reflecting the rich history of Adams
county. Submissions should be typed double spaced. Contributors should
retain copies of the typescript submitted. If they desire return of their
submissions, they should enclose a self-addressed envelope with sufficient postage.
Submissions and inquiries should be addressed to:
James P. Myers, Jr., Editor
Adams County History
The Adams County Historical Society
Box 4325
Gettysburg, Pennsy lvania 17325
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Notes from the Editor
Society member and resident of New Florence, Pennsylvania , David

A Culp introduces volume 4 of Adams County History with an essay
shedding interesting light on several Adams county Culps who participated, on both sides, in the Civil War. Descended from David Culp of the
87th P ennsylvania Volunteer Regiment, Culp combines known historical r ecords with his intimate knowledge of family traditions to present
an intriguing exemplar of one of those commonplaces of Civil War history, of which, in the end, most of us know few actual examples: namely,
of how the war often divided families , sometimes literally confronting
brother against brother, cousin against cousin, over the lines of battle.
The year 1998 marks the centennial of the Spanish-American War.
One of the lesser known, indeed obscure, conflicts in our history, the
motivation for that war with one of western Europe's weakest states is
usually associated with the United States's burgeoning sense of becoming an international power and with strong currents of imperialistic
en er gies fa nned in turn by t he journa listic media of the day, particularly
William Randolph Hearst's newspaper empire. In his second essay to
appear in this journal, Timothy H. Smith examines something of the
impact the Spanish-American War had upon Adams county and, using
eyewitness accounts, details the war experiences of several of the many
countians who enlisted and fought in that conflict.
Assistant Director Elwood W. Christ has become a perennial contributor to Adams County History, the piece included here being his fourth. A
short essay, Christ's article is noteworthy for the new direction its suggests for future contributions to the journal. Rather than exploring a
person or persons, or an event significant in the county's history, it details something of the inner workings of the research carried on at the
society. Those who believe that historical investigation is a cut-and-dry
affair, the dull business of recalling dates and thumbing through dusty
archives, are advised to read Woody's account of how acute historical
ability and knowledge combined with intuition , serendipity, and
synchronicity to solve a photographic puzzle. More often than not, the
interplay of sound research, knowledge, inspiration, and simple "good
luck" is what best describes fruitful historical inquiry.
Volume 4, then, offers a rich view of diverse aspects of Adams county
history. Even before publication, volume 5 is taking shape, with one article focused on cartographic history and another dealing with the Civil
3
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War. Although we are looking to round off historical coverage with pieces
on aspects of eighteenth- and twentieth-century history, we continue to
invite proposals and actual submissions on all facets of the area's past.
This journal is intended as a forum for those, both members of the society as well as nonmembers, who have something significant to say about
the county's rich heritage: if we do not have the chance to look it over, we
cannot publish it. Contrary to the adage, silence is not always golden.
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Some Culp Family Members in the Civil War
by David A. Culp
In the 1860s Gettysburg had a population of around 2,400. The Culps
had lived there since 1787, the year Christopher Culp purchased the
farm, located on the east end of town, with its western boundry starting
at Baltimore St. between Breckenridge and South Streets, going northeast to South Stratton St. and Wall Alley East, then on to East Middle
St. between South Stratton and Liberty Streets. The town more or less
ended at the farm boundary. Prominent on the farm and southeast of
town was Culp's Hill. Five generations of Culps had lived in Gettysburg
by the time of the battle. 1
There are many references to the Culps in much of what has been
written about the Battle of Gettysburg and the Second Battle of Winchester, often with brother fighting brother.
Henry Culp (of Peter) owned the farm and was the third generation to
do so by the time of the battle. On the second and third days of the
battle, the farm and barn were behind Confederate lines and were used
as hospitals by Johnson's and Early's troops. Culp's Hill was held by the
Union troops throughout the battle and played a major role during the
fighting. It formed part of the right flank which anchored the "barb" end
of the Union "fishhook-shaped" battle lines.
Culp family members also played important roles on both sides during the war. Henry's brother, Peter Jr., gave directions to General
Reynolds when the general arrived in town on 1 July, looking for General Buford. Peter showed him how to get to the Seminary Building where
Buford was then known to be located. 2
David and William Culp (fourth generation) were in the 87th Regiment, Company F, Pennsylvania Volunteers, which was recruited in
Adams county. Wesley Culp, William's brother (both were David's first
cousins), fought on the Confederate side with the Second Virginia Infantry (General Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson's unit, the Stonewall Brigade).
Wesley Culp, born in York Springs and raised in Gettysburg in the
1840s and 1850s, worked for C. William Hoffman, a Gettysburg carriage- maker. When Hoffman decided to move his shop to Shepherdstown,
Virginia, Wesley went with him. He was around 16 years old at the time.
In Shepherdstown he joined the militia, which in 1861 was absorbed as
Company B into the Second Virginia Infantry. 3
5
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The 87th Pennsylvania
Volunteers Regiment was
employed from September
1861 as a sort of railroadtransported unit guarding
the Northern Central Railroad from the Pennsylvania
line to Baltimore.3 In 1862
it participated in various
skirmishes and marches
from Baltimore to western
Virginia riding and guarding
the railroads . Its job was to
pursue enemy troops in the
area. By December 1862 ,
they had marched to the
Baltimore, western Virginia
and Winchester, Va. , areas,
performing duties usually
executed by cavalry, scoutFig. 1: Wesley Culp.
ing for information and pursuing the enemy. They went
into winter quarters at Winchester on January 2, 1863, until May. Picket duty during the winter
was very severe. The cavalry force was too small for the service required,
and scouting parties had to be kept out constantly on all roads leading
to Winchester. This service while in winter quarters was equal in hardship to active campaigning. 4
Winchester was important because of its strategic location in the
Shenandoah Valley, the eastern "breadbasket" of the Confederacy and a
principal route of communication. It was a crossroads town such as
Gettysburg, but it proved virtually indefensible. The town changed hands
72 times and was the scene of three major battles. 5
The Second Battle of Winchester (also called the Battle of Carter's
Woods) was a prelude to the Battle of Gettysburg. It was necessary to
drive Union forces out so that Lee's Army of Northern Virginia could
invade Pennsylvania unopposed. General RichardS. "Baldy" Ewell's 2nd
Corps was given the job of clearing the valley. He commanded a large
and confident force of battle-tested veterans, which included the 2nd
Virginia. The 87th Regiment was part of the Union force occupying Win6
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chester. This led to the military confrontation on June 12-15, 1863, where
three Culps were involved, giving rise to one of the poignant stories of
brother-fighting-brother. It also resulted in the tragic love story of Jennie
Wade and Jack Skelly.
The fighting began on June 13, in front of Winchester. Throughout
the day the 87th was engaged on the skirmish line between the Front
Royal and Strasburg roads. It was then moved back to the fortifications
on the north-western side of the town. On the 14th, in the retreat, the
87th was third in the order of march. Four miles out, when the head of
the column was attacked from Carter's Woods with artillery and infantry, it immediately formed and charged, but was repulsed. Three times
it moved upon the enemy's lines, but could not break them, and in the
last charge, organized resistance collapsed and the troops scattered to
avoid capture. 6
Salome Myers, who lived on West High St., wrote the following entry
in her diary on June 19, 1863: "Some of our boys from the 87th just got
home. They were in a battle in Winchester, Virginia last Sunday. Uncle
Wm. Culp and cousin David
Myers are among them. The
boys retreated, their ammunition gave out and they
made for home. Poor fellows.
They have been on the road
since Monday evening."
Another diarist, Sally
Broadhead, who lived on
Chambersburg St., wrote
that "they say the 87th
Pennsylvania got a terrible
beating at Winchester a few
days ago. Some were saying
a Captain, two Lieutenants
and a lot of other men rumored that some of the men
were coming in on the
Chambersburg Pike, and not
long after about a dozen of
those who lived in town
came in and their report re- Fig. 2: Jack Skelly.
lieved some and agonized
7
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others." David Culp was
among the captured but was
not wounded. Jack Skelly
was also among the captured, but he had been
wounded. Mter the battle,
Wesley Culp, who heard that
prisoners were taken from
the 87th, went to see if any
were from Company F. Although we are not told if he
saw David, he did meet Jack
Skelly. Wes convinced a doctor to look at Jack, who was
receiving no medical attention. While talking to Wes,
Jack asked him to deliver a
message to his sweetheart
Jennie Wade in Gettysburg
if he passed that way. 7
Fig. 3: Jennie Wade.
The Army of Northern
Virginia made good its invasion of Pennsylvania and
marched to Gettysburg unopposed until July 1, 1863. On July 2nd Wesley
Culp was part of the force trying to take Culp's Hill. At night after the
fighting had stopped, Wes obtained a pass to visit his sisters, Ann and
Julia, and to deliver Jack Skelly's message. He found that Jennie Wade
was at her sisters house, which was between the battle lines and therefore could not be reached. He said he would try again the following day.
Battles, however, often interfere with human beings in tragic ways, and
Gettysburg did so more than most: next day both Wesley Culp and Jennie
Wade were killed, and Jack Skelly died of his wound on July 12th. The
"lover's message" would have to be delivered elsewhere. 8
Meanwhile, prisoner-of-war David Culp had been marched 15 to 23
June, from Winchester to Richmond. In Richmond he was incarcerated
in Libby Prison, an old candle factory and tobacco warehouse, which
enjoyed notoriety for suffering and degradation surpassed only by the
infamous Andersonville. 9
On July 14, 1863 David was included in a prisoner exchange at City
Point, Virginia, and then taken to Camp Parole near Annapolis, Mary8
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Fig. 4: Wesley Culp's Gun Stock, Showing the Inscription ''WCULP."

land. He was captured in mid-June, marched as a prisoner for 9 days to
Richmond, thrown in Libby Prison and, half starved on corn meal and,
ill treated, contracted a cold, chills and rheumatism. 10 A couple weeks
previous the greatest battle ever fought in America was fought in the
backyard of his childhood home. He knew nothing of his family, and they
knew nothing of him. Later events suggest he must have concluded,
"The hell with this, I'm going home": on July 28, 1863, he deserted .
He returned home in August and September. The stench from rotting
flesh (men and horses) still hung over the whole town, and destruction
was everywhere to be seen. Homes, churches, schools, barns and warehouses were filled with the wounded, and the townspeople were helping
to care for them . It is conceivable David was involved, as was his family,
in helping and cleaning up. His daughter, Gertrude Oakley Culp, was
born the next year, on May 11 , 1864, so we may infer that he was enjoying home life.
David reported back to his unit October 7, 1863. It was not unusual to
walk home when things became difficult or went awry, which is what
many of his fellow comrades in Company F did after the Winchester
battle, where he was captured. It seems also that he knew little of what
was happening because the 87th had had no contact with the enemy
until October 26, 1863, at Bealton Station, at which time he was back.
Prior to Bealton Station, the last engagement had occurred on July 23,
1863, at Manassas Gap , when he was still prisoner at Camp Parole. 11
9
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Fig. 5: David Culp.
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In any event, he had returned in time for the fall campaign when the
87th was attached to the 3rd Brigade, 3rd Division of the 3rd Corps.
During the fall campaign it also fought the enemy at Kelly's Ford (November 7), Brandy Station (November 8), Locust Grove (November 27),
and Mine Run (November 30). 12
At the close of the fall campaign 1863, the 87th went into winter
quarters at Brandy Station. During the winter the 3rd Corps was broken up because of its heavy casualties, and the 87th was assigned to the
1st Brigade, 3rd Division, 6th Corps. Major General "Uncle" John
Sedgwick commanded the 6th Corps; James B. Ricketts commanded the
3rd Division; and Brigadier General William H. Morris commanded the
1st Brigade. 13
The history of the 87th followed the history of the Army of the Potomac
for the remainder of the war. On March 10, 1864 General Ulysses S.
Grant took command of the Army of the Potomac (as well as all the other
armies of the United States). 14 The spring campaign got underway with
the Battle of the Wilderness, then Spotsylvania Courthouse, then Cold
Harbor, with Grant trying to flank Lee and Lee always countering Grant's
move. No longer, however, did the Union army fail to exploit its advantage as had previously been the case. Grant always turned south, invariably with successful results. His men were as good as or better than
the Confederates, ·but the Army of the Potomac's commanding general
was never able to realize it. Grant wired Lincoln that he intended to
fight it out on this line if it took all summer. 15 Lincoln had indeed finally
found a general who would fight. The news media and the Washington
establishment, however, stridently objected to Grant. They said he was,
among other things a drunk, which occasioned Lincoln's famous rejoiner
that they should find out what he drank so he could buy the same for all
his generals.
The 87th sustained no serious losses in the Wilderness and
Spotsylvania Courthouse battles. At Cold Harbor, June 1, 1864, however, it was ordered to cross the Confederate works. The order was gallantly executed, with the works carried and held. The valor displayed
called forth a congratulatory order from General Meade. The regiment's
loss in killed and wounded was about one third of its strength. 16
As the Battle of Cold Harbor drew to a close, the 87th withdrew with
the 6th Corps when Grant ordered another of his flanking movements
to get between Lee and Richmond. The constant pressure on Lee finally
had the desired effect, and Lee retired to Petersburg, where the long
siege began. 17
11
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The next few months took the regiment to the Weldon Railroad, which
it tore up and where it repulsed an enemy attack. The purpose of this
movement was to break Lee's supply line. It then moved from City Point
to Baltimore to fight General Jubal Early, whose objective was to threaten
Washington in an attempt to relieve the siege ofPetersburg/Richmond. 18
Early's troops outnumbered the Union forces about 8 to 3 at Monocacy,
covering the Baltimore Pike on the high road to Washington. The men
fought for five hours, beating back the first and second lines of attack
and were then ordered to retire. Although the 87th left 300 of the enemy
dead or wounded, it had itself suffered greater losses than in any other
battle during its entire term of service. And though the Union forces lost
the Battle of Monocacy, Early's force lost momentum, and the siege of
Petersburg/Richmond continued. 19
For two months the regiment performed toilsome marches with the
Corps through Maryland and Virginia. On September 19 it moved with
Philip Sheridan against the enemy at Opequon. The fighting was brutal, with the 87th losing 60 killed and wounded. The advantage was
followed up on September 22nd at Fisher Hill. Early was routed again. 20
On September 23rd the original term of service expired, and the 87th
Regiment was ordered to York, where on October 13, 1864, it was mustered out of service. David and William had come home. 2 1
That might be the end of the notable events relating to the Culp family in the Civil War, but there remained the problem of locating Wesley
Culp's body. The officer who had secured the pass for Wesley to visit his
sisters delivered the sad news of Wesley's death and also told the family
under which very distinctive tree Wesley's body could be found- it also
stands to reason that the stock of his rifle, which was carved with his
name, would have been used to mark the spot. The sisters claimed they
never found Wesley: no one else ever found him either. All that is known
is that the stock of his rifle was discovered and that within the farm
house certain unexplained, loud, running footsteps are from time to
time heard. Perhaps, the girls did find Wesley, as some people claim,
and perhaps he is still "trying to deliver" Jack Skelly's "lover's message." 22
David lived out his life, suffering the ill-effects of the war, the fighting, and his imprisonment in Libby Prison. He died January 30, 1890,
three months short of his 60th birthday. 23
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Notes
1. Various archival files at the Adams
County Historical Society, Gettysburg, Pa .
2. J . H. Stine, History of the Army of the
Potomac (Washington, 1903), p. 453; and
James Stuart Montgomery, The Shaping of
a Battle: Gettysburg (Philadelphia & New
York, 1959), p. 50.
3. William A Frassanito, Early Photography at Gettysburg (Gettysburg, 1995), pp .
124-128, and Cindy L. Small, The Jennie
Wade Story (Gettysburg, 1991), pp . 13-15.
4. Samuel B. Bates, History of Pennsylvania Volunteers 1861-5, 5 vols . (Harrisburg,
1869-71), 5: 87th Regiment, 28-9.
5. Brandon H . Beck and Charles Grunder,
Three Battles of Winchester (Berryville, Virginia, 1988), p. vii.
6. Bates, 5:30.
7. Small, p. 16.
8. Bates, 5:29-31, and Harry W. Pfanz,
Gettysburg-Gulp's Hill and Cemetery Hill
(Chapel Hill, N.C. & London, 1993), pp .
328-9. Wesley probably spent 2 July on
Brinkerhoff's Ridge with his regiment.
Sometime after his arrival and before the
morning of 3 July, he managed to visit his
sister Julia . At about 2:00 am on 3 July,
the 2d Virginia and the Stonewall Brigade
left Brinkerhoff's Ridge and crossed to the
west bank of Rock Creek, where they joined
Johnson's division on the slope of Culp's
Hill. This information came in part from
Jesse Meyers (Myers), a niece of Wesley
Culp, during an interview conducted on 30
August 1961. See Memorandum for the
File, Wesley Culp, GNMP; Pittsburgh Gazette Times, 9 November 1913, untitled article on J . Wesley Culp; Henry Lloyd Douglas, I Rode with Stonewall (Chapel Hill,
N.C., 1940), p. 251.
9. Military and Pension File of David Culp,
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), Washington, D.C.
10. Ibid.
11. Ibid., and Bates, 5:31.
12. Ibid.

13. Ibid.
14. General Horace Porter, Campaigning
With Grant (New York, 1992), p. 22.
15. Ibid., p. 98.
16. Bates, 5:31.
17. Ibid.
18. Ibid.
19. Ibid., p. 32.
20. Ibid.
21. Ibid.
22. To my mind, the clue that Wesley was
found is that the stock of his rifle was located and survives to this day. When the
soldiers on either side (Union or Confederate) had time, they buried their comrades,
usually under a tree, beside a rock, etc.
They would then carve his name on the tree
or rock or on a slat from one of the thousands of wooden boxes used to transport
ammunition, food, clothing, etc., using the
slat to mark the grave . Wesley's gun, with
all necessary identification was already
carved and ready. He was killed insta ntl y
on the skirmish line by a bullet to his fore head, so the gun was right there. All that
was n eeded was to break off the stock and
ram it in the ground.
Wesley's commanding officer sent his orderly to Anne and Julia to notify them that
Wes had been killed and where to find him
under a very distinctive tree. It is easier to
defend the fact that he was found than that
he was not found. Julia was his favorite
sister. They were what I would call "soulmate siblings." Julia went numerous times
to Shepherdstown and Martinsburg to see
him (because of her visits, she was well
known to Wesley's company comrades.) .
Wesley wrote letters which left no doubt of
his affection for his "dear sister."
Simply giving Wesley a "normal" public
buria l would have been a problem. His
brother is alleged to have said that Wes
"had disgraced the family," was a traitor
and rebel and deserved "to be shot on sight."
Others in the town felt the same. Thus,
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having the body was one thing and finding
a burial place for him was another. In retreating, the Confederates had abandoned
the land between Wesley's temporary grave
and the town, site of the sisters' relatives'
farm. They would not bury him on the farmland because it was littered with temporary graves which would be dug up in the
months and years to come for permanent
reburial. The obvious choice , then, would
have been the farm house cellar or a similar place.
It is scarcely possible to read a book
about Gettysburg and the Civil War without some reference to this story. Two recent, interesting accounts may be found in:
Frassanito, pp. 24-6; and Small, pp. 14-16,
29-31 , and 69.

23. David Culp's obituary (Star and Sentinel, 4 Feb. 1890, Culp family file at Adams
County Historical Society) reads: "David
Culp, plaster, died on Friday last, at the
residence of his sister Mrs. J. J. Tawney.
Mr. Culp had been in bad health for more
than a year, and had spent a portion of the
last year at the Soldier 's Home, Erie, Pa.
He served throughout the war as a member of Co. F, 87th Pa. Reg., and had a most
excellent army record. He was buried on
Sunday afternoon with the honors of war,
Corporal Skelly Post and the Sons of Veterans, accompanied by the G. A R. Band
attending the funeral. John Sheads, Chas .
Armor, George Holtzworth and Perry J.
Tawney, all members of his company acted
as pall -bearers."
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Adams County in the "The Splendid Little War"
April through August 1898
by Timothy H. Smith
The Spanish American War lasted less than four months (April 25 to
August 13, 1898). For the entire war, American casualties totaled less
than 2,000 men, among them 345 killed or mortally wounded. Many
more, however, died of disease (about 2000). Over the years, the war has
been remembered as an event in which American interests and yellow
journalism led to a conflict where the outcome was never in doubt. The
nation of Spain, embroiled in internal dispute and civil unrest, was ripe
for the picking and could do little to organize a defense of her colonies
against a nation that was quickly becoming one of the world's superpowers. Today, using hindsight, it is easy for us to view the war in this fashion, but the men involved had no such insights.
In this, the centennial of the Spanish American War, it is important to
take a fresh look at the struggle through the eyes of the men who witnessed the events firsthand. These men had no idea that the war would
be over so quickly or that American forces would be so successful. Like
the men of other wars, they did their duty and deserve to be remembered.
For sake of clarity, the war itself can be divided into four distinctive
operations: the Santiago campaign (June 24 to July 15, 1898), the Puerto
Rican campaign (July 25 to August 13, 1898), the Philippines campaign
(June 30 to August 13, 1898), and the naval war. Two other components
of the story include the road to war and the mobilization of tens of thousands of men to serve in the United States army. Men from Adams county
participated in each of these chapters in American history. The object of
this monograph is to tell the story of the war in the words of Adams
county citizens and soldiers, most of which are taken from the newspapers of the time. While reading the accounts that follow, it may be helpful to examine a detailed map of the Caribbean Sea, in order to follow
the adventures of the soldiers involved. 1

The Road to War
Shortly before 10 o'clock on the evening of February 15, 1898, the
battleship USS Maine mysteriously exploded in the harbor of Havana,
15
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Cuba. It quickly sank to the harbor floor taking with it more than twothirds of the ship's men. Outrage over this episode, would ultimately
spark a war between the United States and Spain. This event, however,
was actually just the straw that broke the camel's back in a relationship
that had been strained for years. Although the two countries had generally been on friendly terms , there was one issue on which they could not
seem to agree: an island known as Cuba. In 1848 the United States had
even offered Spain $100 million for the colony, an offer which that nation rejected. Between the 1820s and '60s there were at least ten attempted coups or insurrections in Cuba to oust the Spaniards. In 1868 a
civil war broke out in Spain, and nationalists in Cuba took advantage of
the opportunity to begin their own uprising. The Spanish eventually put
down the rebellion, known as the Ten Years' War (1868-1878), and regained control of the colony. During the war, however, almost 60,000
Spanish soldiers were killed or died of disease. Cuban deaths, which
included a large number ofcivilians, surpassed 150,000. Many in the
United States were sympathetic with the Cuban's struggle for independence, and some assisted them. In 1873 an American ship was captured
attempting to land supplies and volunteers for the rebels. As a result,
some 50 of the ship's men were executed- including a number of Americans. Many in the United States called for Cuban recognition and war
with Spain. It was avoided only when Spain agreed to apologize for the
incident, pay retributions to the families of the dead, and punish the
commander responsible for the executions.
In 1895 another serious insurrection erupted. Led by Cuban exiles
and partly financed by American sympathizers, the rebellion promised
to be another long and bloody war for Spain. By 1896 there were 80,000
Spanish soldiers in Cuba. The Spaniards introduced a scorched earth
policy, destroying many railroads and burning canefields and sugar refineries, not a few owned by United States citizens. The most oppressive
measure enacted by the Spanish was that of reconcentration. The rural
population of Cuba was ordered to leave their homes and move into designated camps in fortified towns. Whoever remained in the countryside
was considered a rebel. By 1898 it looked as if the rebellion had been
squashed. With the overpopulation of these reconcentration areas and
the shortage of food, many suffered and died. Estimates of death among
the Cuban population during this period run as high as 400,000. As time
went on United States neutrality became difficult as more and more
Americans supported the rebels. 2
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In 1896 the Grover Cleveland administration tried to convince Spain
to give autonomy to Cuba or implement some other political reforms.
Cleveland even offered to mediate the dispute, but in the end nothing
was accomplished. During 1897 the William McKinley administration
urged an end to the reconcentration policy. The administration also suggested, that if Spain could not resolve the situation, the United States
might find it necessary to intervene. The Spanish were suspicious and
hinted that if it were not for American support the war would have been
long over. By the end of 1897, the suffering among reconcentrated Cubans had become so disturbing that Fitzhugh Lee, former Confederate
general and the American council general in Havana, called for a relief
effort to be undertaken by the United States. As a result, the American
Red Cross was allowed to enter Cuba and other groups from all over the
county lent a helping hand. On January 8, 1898, the governor of Pennsylvania went so far as to issue a proclamation "calling upon the people
of the Commonwealth to come to the aide of the destitute inhabitants of
Cuba." 3 The arrival of relief, however, brought more attention to the
problems in Cuba, and with no resolution in sight, official American intervention loomed. With civil unrest in the streets of Havana affecting
the security of U.S. citizens and a perceived threat of German intervention in the Cuban situation, President McKinley ordered the USS Maine
to Havana. At this point, a war between Spain was virtually inevitable.
Once the United States had committed itself to ending the suffering in
Cuba, the only thing needed was a spark to ignite and solidify public
0p1n10n.
Then it happened. On February 15, 1898, the battleship Maine mysteriously exploded in Havana harbor. To this day, it is debated whether
the explosion was an accident or an act of sabotage by Spanish officials
or Cuban Nationalists, who had the most to gain by American intervention. When news of the disaster reached the United States, a correspondent for the Gettysburg Star and Sentinel reported that "the awful story
of the blowing up and sinking in Havana harbor, of the U.S. battleship
Maine, and the drowning like rats in a sewer of two hundred and fiftyodd of her brave crew... had cast a pall of gloom over Washington and the
country." 4 On March 1, 1898 an editorial in the same paper, "The Maine
Disaster and its Consequence," recorded the feelings of Americans everywhere:
.... The first news of the disaster was coupled with the request from
the commander of the Maine for a suspension of judgment as to the
cause of the destruction of the vessel until all the circumstances could
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be officially investigated. The President and government officials, as
well as the people at large, recognize the soundness and good sense
of this suggestion and acquiesced in the recommendation. Judgment
has been suspended, but with the suspension of judgment there has
been the grim determination to ascertain the truth and to probe the
mystery to the bottom, with the steadfast resolution to assert and
maintain our rights under all circumstances. If the investigation
should show that the disaster was caused by an accident on board or
within the vessel then the country would bow to the inevitable and
accept and deplore the misfortune. But if it should be proved to be
the result of design on the part of Spain or of those over whom she
has control, then our people would be satisfied with nothing short of
the fullest indemnity for the loss of life and property, failing to grant
which public opinion would impel the government of the United States
to enforce our rights by a declaration of war. War would be a terrible
settlement of the difficulty, and neither our government nor our people
would adopt such a settlement from choice; much less would either
shrink from it in defense of national honor. 5

Over the next few weeks the United States and Spain drifted closer to
war as American support for action against Spain solidified. On March
9, Congress voted $50 million dollars to be used by the president at his
discretion for national defense. The bill passed the Senate and House
without a single dissenting vote. On March 21, a board of inquiry, set up
by the U.S. Navy to look into the explosion of the Maine, concluded that
an external explosion caused by an unknown party had detonated one of
the ship's magazines. According to an March 22 editorial for the Star
and Sentinel,
The course of events growing out of the unfortunate destruction of
the Maine in Spanish waters had given rise to the most trying situation in which our country has been placed since the Civil War... . The
possibility of War has been a living and serious fact-a possibility
that may develop into a certainty at almost any moment so great has
the tension become ....
The unanimity of determination to protect American rights and
defend American honor also shows to the nations of Europe that we
are a united country notwithstanding that we may have differences
as to our internal policy, and that as a nation we are as quick to act in
any just cause as we are patient and peace loving under ordinary
circumstances. The powers ofthe old world well know what would be
the result of a war between the United States and Spain if forced
upon us, and we believe that the prompt and active preparation on
our part to meet the issue will have an effective influence in inducing
the powers to compel Spain to keep the peace. 6
18
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On April 5, the same paper noted that the explosion of the Maine "did
more than destroy a battleship and murder some two hundred and fifty
American tars. It destroyed American indifference; it stirred a nation's
resentment; it touched our own h eart and we awoke. In our wrath we
demanded that a question, which our foreign office had been struggling
with for two years, should be settled instanter." 7
Meanwhile, Spain rejected another proposal to sell Cuba to the United
States, and the U.S. rejected a Spanish concession of Cuban autonomy.
The final U .S. proposal demanded that Spain abandon the
reconcentration policy, proclaim an immediate armistice and agree to
Cuba's independence. On April 11, President McKinley asked for the
permission of Congress to intervene directly in Cuba. Americans soon
lost patience with the ongoing negotiations. While some journalists
around the country were demanding war, others called for caution and
restraint. In the weeks of uncertainty leading up to the war, Adams county
papers ran the gamut of public opinion. The New Oxford Item took a
very strong anti-war stance, asking: "War? What does it mean? It means
misery, desolation and National Murder." 8 The Gettysburg Compiler and
the Adams County Independent (printed in Littlestown) traveled the
middle of the road, waiting to see how things developed. One Gettysburg
newspaper, however, typified the yellow journalism that was sweeping
the country at that time. As noted by the New Oxford Item, the Gettysburg
"Star and Sentinel has its was paint on." 9 The following are examples of
comments made in its editorials around the outbreak of the War:
Let us have no babbling sentimentalist orate of peace or forgiveness. We hope and believe there shall be no forgiveness before the
Almighty's Throne for the infernal fiends that destroyed the Maine assuredly there will be none in human justice.
Unless Spain discover the guilty [those responsible for blowing up
the Maine] and surrender them to us then she herself is the criminal
and on her must our wrath and justice be appeased .. ..She stands today before the Bar of the World, as guilty of the most damnable outrage of modern times - one such as only Spain could perpetrate - one
worthy of the land of the Inquisition- the nativity of Alva -of Pizarro
- of Philip - of Weyler. She is a stench in the nostrils of Nations.
Make Spain drink to the dregs the cup of humiliation - make her
grovel in the dust for space - make her beg on bended knee for mercy
- and show but little to her then.
No arbitration; no courtesy, no brotherly kindness. Vengeance stern
and swift a nd terrible. 10
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On April 19, Congress passed a joint resolution recognizing the independence of people of Cuba and directing the president to use the land
and naval forces of the United States to assist Cuba obtain its freedom.
Diplomatic relations between the two countries broke off shortly after.
On April 21 , the United States Navy blockaded the port of Havana. On
April 23 , 1898, Spain formally declared war on the United States, and
two days later the U.S. reciprocated. OnApril26, the Gettysburg newspapers announced that war had been declared. Once it was official, the
Adams county newspapers became unified in their patriotic spirit and
all supported the war effort wholeheartedly.
Mobilization
Surprisingly, the outbreak of the Spanish American war found the
United States very much unprepared. Even throughout the period of
tension before the outbreak of war, little had been done to strengthen
the nation's armed forces. Although vast experience was gained during
the Civil War, the last time we had fought against another country was
during the Mexican War, and the last time we had faced a European
opponent was in the War of 1812. The peace-time army in 1898 numbered only about 28,000 men. There were about 25,000 insurgents in
Cuba, but these would prove to be a little value to U .S. forces. Spanish
numbers are hard to establish, but its army was already mobilized due
to the war with Cuba and had, by some estimates, almost 200,000 men
(regulars and volunteers) under arms in that country alone. The total
Spanish armed forces, including troops in Europe and its various possessions, numbered more than 300,000. 11 As it turned out, much of Spain's
strength was only on paper. Although forces often outnumbered those of
the United States, the Spanish would not claim a single victory, either
on land or sea, during the entire war. Inept leadership, indecision and
inability to use or concentrate their superior forces , continually gave the
advantage to the impulsive Americans who were quick to take the initiative.
Not only did the Spanish have the advantage of numbers at the outset
of the war, but they were very confident in their ability to defend their
territory. In October 1895 a Spanish journal had remarked that
with regard to the possibility that the Yankees, fond of boasting and
threats as they are , will make war on Spain ... we need not worry ourselves. The North American republic is absolutely powerless for carrying out a n offensive war with a nation even moderately military,
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as ours is. Let us defend ourselves in Cuba by sinking the American
vessels that carry contraband ofwar... and let us laugh at the United
States ... 12
General Valeriano Weyler, who in 1896 had been largely responsible
for enforcing the policy of reconcentration in Cuba, wrote to a friend in
Havana on January 8, 1898, "that the Americans are thinking about
sending one of their warships to that city. During my command in Cuba
they did not even dare to dream about it. They knew the terrible punishment that awaited them. I have Havana Harbor well prepared for such
an emergency.... Ifthe insult is made, I hope that there will be a Spanish
hand to punish it as terribly as it deserves." 13 And in fact, early plans
estimated that U .S . would require a force of at least 70,000 men in operations against Havana. Commanding General of the Army Nelson A.
Miles preferred a small well-trained and well-supplied force, but public
pressure incited by the press demanded a much larger army. On April
22, President McKinley called for 125,000 Volunteers, 10,762 to be supplied by Pennsylvania. Several other calls were made including one on
May 25, for an additional 75,000 volunteers, 6,458 to be supplied by
Pennsylvania. 14 It is estimated that across the country over one million
answered the call. Partly because of the large numbers of men who were
willing to volunteer and partly because of the experience of the Civil
War (a long and bloody conflict), over 250,000 men were enlisted and
mobilized during the War. As a matter offact, it has been estimated that
of the total men mobilized across the country, less than 20,000 ever fired
a shot against Spain.
One of these units never to see action was Company M of the 5th
Pennsylvania Volunteers from Gettysburg. The 5th received permission
on June 29, 1898, to expand and recruit four additional companies. A
recruiting office was set up in Gettysburg and Captain HughS . Taylor
of the 5th was placed in charge of mustering the men into service. On
July 14, medical examinations commenced under the direction of 1st
Lieutenant W. H. Hay of the lOth U.S. Cavalry and Dr. W. F. Riley of
Carlisle. Of the 120 men who were examined, only 72 were accepted.
Added to the Adams countians were men from York county and a few
from Maryland, filling out the company to 100. 15
On July 20, the recruits formed in the square of town and were mustered into federal service for a term of two years. The temporary commander of the unit was Gettysburgian Harry F. Buehler, who had been
promised a commission as captain. Hours before the company's departure for Georgia, however, Captain Evan Russell of Williamsport, Penn-
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sylvania, arrived to take command, and Ross Hikok of Harrisburg was
appointed as 1st Lieutenant. This betrayal of trust, as the citizens of
Gettysburg saw it, would be the topic of editorials and newspaper stories for weeks to come. 16
At 3:30p.m. on the afternoon of July 21, 1898, Company M reported
to the square of Gettysburg to prepare for departure on a special train to
leave at 4 p.m. The crowd of spectators numbered in the thousands. The
Star and S entinel wrote that
... After Roll call they were a ddressed by Judge Swope. The ladies
who had kindly volunteered to prepare a lunch for each ofthe boys to
take along, deserve great credit for the excellent manner in which
they carried out their part of the program . Each ma n in addition to
the lunch, was presented with a towel and a cake of soap. They were
then escorted to depot by a band and drum corps and an immense
crowd of citizens amidst the ringing of bells, blowing of whistles and
firing of cannon. All the business places were closed during the hours
of 3 and 4 o'clockY

The bass drum used to escort the company to the station was played
with great vigor and precision by Charles B. Tate. It had performed a
similar duty in April 1861 when the Gettysburg's Independent Blues
marched off to war. As the boys were getting on the cars, Mrs. William
Archibald McClean presented the company with a handsome flag, and
David McCleary presented a fine white bull terrier to the boys as their
mascot. 18
After a 700 mile journey, the company arrived at Camp Thomas,
Chickamauga Park, Georgia, on the evening of the 23rd and marched
three miles to join the rest of the 5th Pennsylvania Volunteers. Although
these soldiers were not aware of it, by the time they reached their camp,
the war was almost over. The unit stayed in camp throughout theremaining days of the war (periodically changing base from time to time),
where they were supplied and drilled.
The local papers of the time are filled with letters written by the men
of Company M, most describing the tedium of camp life. 19 During their
service at least two died of disease. Not one member of Company M
would get a chance to fire a shot in anger during the war. The 5th was
furloughed and sent home on September 17, 1898. It participated in the
Peace Jubilee at Philadelphia on October 27 , and was finally mustered
out on November 7, 1898.20
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Fig. 1: Company M, 5th Pennsylvania Volunteers. This view w as recorded by M. F. Williams on July 21, 1898, just
hours before the company's departure (ACHS).
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Naval Operations
No aspect of the Spanish American War was as lopsided as the war on
the sea. In the several engagements with the U.S. Navy, the Spanish
were outgunned, outclassed and basically destroyed. During the early
morning hours of May 1, 1898, Commodore George Dewey sailed his
Asiatic squadron into the Manila Bay, and after a sharp engagement
annihilated the Spanish fleet in the Philippines. In a matter of hours,
three enemy vessels were sunk and six were scuttled or burned, at the
loss of only nine American wounded. Little more than a week into the
war the American navy had won a decisive victory and severely restricted
the options of Spain's Navy. By April 22, the port of Havana was closed
and over the next few weeks most of the major ports including San Juan,
Puerto Rico, were effectively blockaded. During the initial stages of the
war, the navy bombarded Spanish coastal defenses and undertook raids
to destroy several installations.
While most of the North American fleet was engaged in activities off
the coast of Cuba, other ships were formed into a "Flying Squadron" and
stationed along the eastern seaboard of the United States to guard against
the threat of a Spanish fleet whose whereabouts were as yet not determined by the U.S. Navy. On April 21, Admiral Pascual Cervera set sail
from the Cape Verde islands off the coast of Africa for destinations unknown. Among his command were three armored cruisers and three destroyers. For a time, the east coast of the United States was in turmoil,
fearing that the Spanish would suddenly appear and attack some major
city. It is interesting that the war hungry Gettysburg Star and Sentinel ,
used this opportunity to take a swipe at the creator of "yellow journalism," William Randolph Hearst and his Evening Journal:
If the Spanish fleet should happen to get near New York, we hope it
will have opportunity to fire but one shell and that that shell shall
hit the Journal building full and fair and blow it to the seven winds
- Hurst and all. 21

On May 10, Cervera's Fleet turned up in the Caribbean at Martinique,
an island under French possession, 200 miles south of Puerto Rico. Unable to obtain coal at that port and learning that SanJuan, Puerto Rico,
was under U.S. naval blockade, the Spanish fleet sailed to Cura9ao off
Venezuela. From there, still in need of supplies, Cervera sailed for one of
the ports that was as yet not cut off by the U .S. Navy: Santiago, Cuba.
Arriving there on May 19, the Spanish fleet began to refit and resupply.
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With news of the fleet's whereabouts no longer in question, the U.S. sent
its vessels guarding the eastern seaboard to Cuba. By May 28, the U.S.
fleet arrived in force outside Santiago harbor and completely bottled up
the Spanish fleet. From this point the U.S. Navy enjoyed a free hand in
all operations at sea. The end came for Cervera's fleet on July 3, 1898,
when it tried to run the blockade in order to avoid capture by the American land forces who were closing in. In a running, gunning battle, lasting just a few hours, the Spanish ships were destroyed or run aground.
This fight was a decisive blow against Spanish hopes for victory. During
the war, Spain would lose over 30 of her vessels.
Besides maintaining the blockade and operating against Spanish shipping, the navy was also responsible for assisting the transports that
landed Americans in Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines. During the
War, a young man from Gettysburg named Robert E. Tipton served on
the USS Columbia. Robert was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee Tipton.
His uncle was the well-known photographer William H. Tipton. 22 Through
his letters, reprinted in the Star and Sentinel, he gives us a day-by-day
record of the events that occurred on that vessel. Initially, the Columbia
was on duty along the east coast of the U .S. It was next used as a troop
transport, sailing to Cuba just prior to the fall of Santiago and soon after
to Puerto Rico to take part in that campaign.
In mid July 1898; Robert E. Tipton wrote to his father that the USS
Columbia was positioned "off Santiago Cuba":
I now take the time to drop you a few lines to let you know where
I am at and how I like it. We have left Charleston Saturday [July
9th] and have been running up to the present time, Monday [July
13], with fine weather and a calm sea. We took on 335 Illinois troops
Saturday. It was raining in the morning and a few of them got sea
sick. Saturday and Sunday were fine days; in the afternoon we saw 7
waterspouts off our starboard bow, they were apparently, drawing
up the water at one place and letting it down at another - it was a
grand sight. Near dark we struck the Bahama Islands. Monday morning we struck the coast of Cuba and we can see nothing but high
mountains with green trees on them; no houses or people. We pass a
patrol boat every few hours. We just passed the place where the marines were killed [Guantanamo Bay], some of our ships are coaling
up in there. Well I will stop until we land troops. I expected to hear
from you before we left Charleston, it has been a long time since I
heard from home. We laid off a small town all Monday afternoon
[July 13th] and up to the time I mail this.
Tuesday Morning [July 14th] -We still have our troops aboard. I
don't know why they don't land them. From where we are at we can
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see Camp McCall and the iron pier; also the bill as you go into
Santiago. This place where we are at is between the Iron Pier and
Santiago. (You can see by looking at the maps that you see in the
newspapers . I don't know the name.) This morning we saw smoke
coming up in the town , pretty soon flames broke out and it was not
long until half a dozen houses were in flames, a big rain storm came
up and we had to go out further and the r ain shut out the view. I
don't know whether it was set on fire on purpose or not. It is not so
hot here, only when we are in the sun or on watch. We h ave rain
every 4 or 5 hours. I saw the Brooklyn [which was engaged in the
naval engagement on July 3rd], but she did not look as if she was in
a fight ; but we were most too far away to see very good. I suppose we
will coal up in a day or two.
If a person would come along here and not know that there was
war, he would think this was a busy place, as you can see from 40 to
50 ships at one time . We have control of everything around here , it
don't seem like war. Yesterday (Monday) a couple of ships bombarded
Santiago, the Spaniards put up a flag of truce and sent out a man for
terms- this is what they wanted; to give up the town if they would let
the army go forty miles from before we would start after them . Our
answer, nit. Started to bombard again- put up another flag of truce we have not learned what terms they want this time , so by the time
you get this letter you can look for the surrender of Santiago, or a
fierce fight . Well, I must close for this time, as I am going to write to
Walter [his brother who was serving in Company C, 3rd United States
Cavalry]. Coming down I wanted to see the sights, so that my face,
nose and neck are all burned that I can hardly touch them. Robert E.
Tipton. 23

On July 17, 1898 Robert Tipton again wrote his father, this time from
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
We left Santiago Saturday [July 16th] and came down here to coal
up. This is the place where the Marines were killed. Their camp is on
a hill and the brush is all cleared off around it. Close down to the
water is a Cuban camp with a Cuban flag flying over it, being the
first Cuban flag I have seen on Cuban soil. You remember that burning town I mentioned in my last letter, well about two hours later,
they burned the rest of it for fear of yellow fever. We drifted around
all last week with the Illinois troops still aboard. Every morning and
evening we go down to the Morro Castle, and we went pretty close,
close enough to see Spanish Flag and the other forts and batteries,
but while some of our boats went within firing range .
Tuesday [July 12th] we were to bombard the forts, but the flagship signaled that Santiago had surrendered, and that settled it. The
Spanish flag still floated over the forts until Saturday noon [July
26
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Fig. 2: Gettysburg resident Robert E. Tipton served aboard the USS Columbia
during the war (Gettysburg Compiler).

16th], when they· put up white flag, then the U.S., when a couple of
the battleships and cruisers left. Just before we left, we went close to
the shore, we could see where the shells struck the high cliffs and
tore great holes in them. They stood back from the shore between the
cliff and the shore the railroad ran. We could see big caves in the
rocks , with ragged edges all around the entrance where the shells
tore their way through, there must have been Spaniards in them but
at present our boys occupy them . It don't seem like war from where
we are, as we can see the boys walking around, no marching or fighting. I guess they won't need any of our soldiers on this end of the
Island, as there are about 2,300 on the transports , and they have
been here nearly a week and are not landed yet. Everybody along the
coast is in our hands. This is a terrible mountainous country, and
100 men ought to defeat four times their number if they took a good
position; it is the kind of country for guerrilla warfare. There was not
so much rain since I wrote to you last, but the temperature was about
the same, except here in the harbor, it is much warmer as we do not
get the sea breeze. I am well at present. I have not received any
letters yet. Tell me all the news. I wrote to Walter but have not received any reply, if you receive any news from him tell me where he
is. I expect to be here for about a week. Address the same as before.
Your loving son, Robert E. Tipton. 24
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On July 25, 1898, Robert wrote to his father from Guanica, Puerto
Rico.
As I have not much time to write a long letter I will send you a few
items from my diary, which will inform you that I am getting along
all right. Sunday, July 17 - Went in swimming in the evening, the
water being 48 feet deep; there were about 150 in at one time.
Monday [July 18th] - Started to coal ship and worked all day.
Thesday [July 19th] -Another collier came along side for us to get
coal aboard. It had 4 Spanish prisoners that surrendered here
(Guantanamo). They were so weak and thin from starvation that
they could hardly walk. The one I paid the most attention to was a
young boy about 18 years old; he was a cavalryman. He had ridden
down to the beach, dismounted, shot his horse, threw his gun and
saber in the bay and surrendered. He was so weak that another day
on the beach would have finished him.
Wednesday [July 20] -Still coaling up. In the afternoon five Spanish ships came in that had surrendered at Santiago. They say we will
get some of the prize money from the sale of them. It is true about
the Spaniards cutting the marines to pieces when they get the chance.
There are up this river two gunboats and one torpedo boat (Spanish),
but they don't seem to be in a hurry about capturing them. They
have taken 14 mines out of this bay. It is full of Spaniards on the
other side of the bay. From the marine camp we can see them in
bathing, but there is no fighting.
Thursday [July 21]- When I got up this morning Porto Rico was in
sight and we arrived about 9 a.m . The Gloucester was the first to go
into the bay [of Guanica]; she fired a few shots to see if there were
any Spaniards in the bushes, but we could not see, or hear, but after
an hour the transports started to go in and unload. We are lying at
the north of the bay; there being a small town here of about two
dozen houses, but the inhabitants have evidently fled to the mountains when they saw us coming. I had a pair of glasses looking at the
place, and I could not see a living soul, but I saw lots of fruit trees
and the soldiers will look out for it. Just as soon as we get the troops
off we will start for St. Thomas to coal up, and from there we expect
to go to the states, but of course we do not know. Thanking you for
the fishing tackle and stamps I must close to catch the out-going
mail. Give me all the news. Robert E. Tipton. 25

On August 5, 1898, he wrote to his father from Ponce, Puerto Rico.
I will drop you a few lines to let you know where I have been since
last I wrote to you. From Guanica we went to Charlotte Amioele, St.
Thomas, a Danish Island in the West Indies, arriving there the next
day (July 26). While we were there we took on coal and water. When
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we first started in the harbor we could see the city pla inly, as it is
built on the side of a hill, with old fashioned houses, mostly of a light
colored stone with the roofs , and on the top of the hills a couple of
fine castles.
What took me by surprise the most of anything was the expertness of the natives (Negroes) in diving. We would throw a small piece
of money into the water and with only one exception did they let it
get away from them ; remember that they had to get it long before it
got to the bottom as our line showed 80 feet of water at that point.
We had good times there as the natives did all of our coaling up. I
had a·day off while in this port, and the first thing I did after landing
was to go up to the top of the hill and viewed the castle. It is called
"Black Beard Castle." I got in and mounted to the tower; and one of
the finest views it has been my fortune to ever see burst upon me.
The bay and ocean for miles and miles and the hills all around made
a perfect picture; after viewing this awhile I came down stairs and
met the lady of the house, who spoke pretty good English; she gave
me a history of the Castle, and we talked about the war and news in
generaL From there we went to "Blue Beard Castle" it is on another
hill and is larger than the other one; but they both built very strong
with walls 2 feet thick with loop holes all around. From there we
wandered around the city, and discovered that about eight-tenth of
the inhabitants are Negroes. As we went about the city what struck
me as being so strange was the native women carrying baskets, buckets, and in fact anything they had to carry on their heads, barefooted,
poorly thin and clad, and the funniest part was to see the women
coaling up merchant steamers, carrying a bushel basket of coal on
their head. After looking over pretty nearly all the town I got a bicycle and rode around awhile, but the city was so hilly that I could
only ride on one or two streets, but I got pretty tired and when evening
came I went back to the ship pretty well fagged out.
We left there for Ponce, Porto Rico and arrived the same day. As
we were going into the harbor we ran unto a coral reef, and were
aground for 24 hours, but we got off all right with the exception of a
few dents in the ship's bottom. We were hardly off when a big transport came in and ran into the same reef, and is still fast at this writing, although they have taken off all of the troops and horses, and
they expect to get her off in a day or two. We left here and went to
Guanico to pull off a steamer that had gone ashore and just as we got
our hauser ready to pull her off, she floated herself, and we went
back to Ponce·. There are transports after transports coming into the
harbor with troops aboard, and they must have a good many thousand here by this time, and I suppose some of our Gettysburg boys
are among them.
I read in the paper you sent me of Herman Kappes being wounded;
please let me know if he was hit hard, and if any of our other boys got
hit. We are the Flagship now, and from the looks of things we will
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stay here for a while. Are there any signs of peace yet, as we do not
get any news here, so you see I don't know how the war is going on. I
hope we will stay down here until the hunting season opens up, then
if we get up to the states, I will try and get a furlough and take a few
days with you. I must close, but be sure and give me all the news
when you write. Your loving Son, Robert E. Tipton.26

In retrospect Robert Tipton's experience must have felt like a vacation instead of a war. Several times , he made the comment "It don't seem
like war from where we are." Other Adams countians, including Robert's
brother, would not have it so easy. They would be involved in the one
great land battle of the war.
The Santiago Campaign

Although the enforcement of the blockade by the United States Navy
was very successful and· our ships enjoyed full control of the high seas, it
would take an invasion of Cuba by the United States Army to end the
war. While the country was mobilizing its forces, army high command
was planning the logistics for an American landing in Cuba. Four staging areas were established in the southern United States (Tampa, Florida;
New Orleans, Louisiana; Chickamauga, Georgia; and Mobile, Alabama),
where forming units could be organized and trained.
Over the first few weeks, plans seemed to change daily. Early on, it
was established that Havana, the capital of Cuba, would be the objective of this operation. The plan called for 70,000 men to land in northern
Cuba and surround the city. A date for the invasion was determined
several times, but problems delayed the forces departure, not the least
of which was the missing Spanish fleet under Cervera.
By May 28, the U.S. Navy, for all intents and purposes had trapped
the Spanish fleet in the harbor of Santiago, Cuba. A request was made
for the Army to land a force near the port and assist the navy in destroying Cervera's forces. At this point, American strategy quickly shifted
away from Havana and focused on Santiago. The 5th Army Corps, commanded by Major General William R. Shafter, was stationed near Tampa,
Florida. It was made up of a large amount ofregular army units, who at
that time, were the best trained and most prepared troops the United
States had to offer. After much confusion and considerable delay, the
largest overseas movement of American troops ever attempted (up till
that time) left Tampa on June 14. On June 20 , Shafter with a force of
over 16,000 arrived off the coast of Cuba near Santiago. It was decided
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that, instead oflanding near the harbor's entrance, the army would land
15 miles east at the town of Daiquiri, secure a base of supplies, and then
push westward toward the city. On June 22 , the navy bombarded defenses at the harbor entrance and feigned a landing near Santiago; meanwhile, American troops landed unopposed at Daiquiri. By the next morning, advance elements of Shafter's force captured the town of Siboney.
From here the plan was neither pretty nor complicated. The army would
push up the "Camino Real," the main road from Siboney to Santiago,
and defeat any force that opposed it. The total Spanish force in the province of Santiago de Cuba was estimated at over 36,000, but inept leadership, indecision and an inability to use or concentrate their superior
forces , continually gave the advantage to the Americans who were quick
to take the initiative.
On June 24, 1898, the advance elements of the U.S. Army (lOth U.S.
Cavalry, and 1st Vol. Cavalry or "the Rough Riders") under the command of Joseph Wheeler, engaged and defeated a force of Spaniards on
Las Guasimas Ridge. Soon after, the 5th Corps advanced to the village
of El Pozo. About a mile away were found to be Spanish soldiers in heavy
force , entrenched on the heights overlooking the San Juan River. At this
point, logistical problems impeded the advance, and the column halted
so that reinforcement and supplies could be brought up. On June 28,
however, it was learned that a column of 8,000 Spanish troops was marching to reinforce Santiago. If the force arrived in time, the Americans
would be outnumbered. As the fever season would soon be upon them, a
long protracted siege was out of the question. It was decided to assault
the enemy position on July 1, 1898.
On the day of the battle, Shafter's command consisted of three divisions: the 1st commanded by Brigadier General Jacob F. Kent, the 2nd
commanded by Brigadier General Henry W. Lawton, and the Cavalry
Division, most of whom were dismounted, commanded by Brigadier
SamuelS. Sumner (who replaced Major General Joseph Wheeler when
the latter was taken ill). Shafter's plan for the battle consisted of several
elements. A feint was ordered at dawn across the Aguadores River so as
to mislead the Spanish into believing an attack against the defenses at
the entrance to Santiago Harbor was in the works . A hour later the 2nd
division under Lawton would attack the fortified town of El Caney on
the Spanish left flank. Once this position was captured, Lawton's force
would swing south and outflank the entrenchments on San Juan Heights,
while the two other divisions advanced directly upon them. From there
the entire American force would march on Santiago and capture the
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Fig. 3: Map drawn shortly after the battle (Harper 's Pictorial History of the War
with Spain).

city. Meanwhile, the Cubans would cover the northern flank and harass
any Spanish troops marching toward the battlefield.
All in all, it was a good plan, but things did not develop as expected.
The Cuban Army did virtually nothing. Fierce resistance at El Caney
tied down Lawton's men and prevented their assisting the troops moving on the Heights of San Juan. It was left to Kent and Sumner's divisions to take the position by frontal assault. The fighting was very heavy
and lasted the entire day. By evening, however, El Caney was captured,
and U.S. forces had driven the Spanish soldiers from their trench and
back into a final defensive position around the city of Santiago itself.
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The fighting actually lasted for several more days as Shafter maneuvered his forces to capture the city's water supply and place Santiago
under siege. During the fighting, the American army suffered about 1,500
casualties (227 of whom were killed). On July 3, the entire situation
abruptly changed when Cervera made his suicidal attempt to escape
and was destroyed. In a bold move, Shafter called for the Spanish to
surrender. After lengthy negotiations, the city officially fell on July 14,
1898, and on July 17, American troops entered Santiago.
At the time of the surrender, the hurricane season was approaching.
The fever-season was well under way, and it was estimated that half of
Shafter's force was down with malaria, typhoid and dysentery. During
this period, more soldiers would die from disease than had been killed in
battle. Although the soldiers were unaware of it at the time, the fighting
in Cuba was over. With the destruction of her navy, Spain realized that
the chances of winning the war were nonexistent, and negotiations for
an armistice were undertaken.
At least four Adams countians were involved in the campaign against
Santiago. Fortunately, each of these men left us a written record of their
experiences. More can be learned by reading their letters home than in
a multitude of books written on the subject.
Corporal Herman Kappes was a member of Company F, 17th United
States Infantry, 3rd Brigade (commanded by Adna R. Chaffee, who ironically, was wounded at the Battle of Fairfield on July 3, 1863), 2d Division (under Lawton). A letter to his father was printed in the Compiler
on July 12, describing the scene at Tampa, Florida, just before the departure of the 5th Army Corps for Cuba:
I like Tampa very much, but it is very hot here and there is so
much sand. It is like snow and is very hard to march on but we only
have one hour drill a day and that is in the morning at 7 o'clock when
it is not so hot. We have church here every day and night, it is in a
building that the people of the different churches have placed in our
camp for the soldiers. We do our writing there and they give us paper
and envelopes free of charge. There is lots of fruit of all kinds here.
We are not allowed to eat very much of it as it is not healthy. We do
not know when we will be ordered to Cuba, but hope it will be soon
for we are all anxious to go. We have a fine place to swim here every
day, so it is a great comfort to us, lots of good fishing also plenty of
alligators. Well, Father, do not trouble about me for those Spaniards
won't amount to much when we get after them. We have everything
packed to move at a moment's notice, so by the time you get his we
will be on the road to CubaY
https://cupola.gettysburg.edu/ach/vol4/iss1/1
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On the same day this letter was printed, news was received that
Herman had been wounded in battle. On July 1st his unit was involved
in the fighting around El Caney, against the outpost of about 500 Spanish troops commanded by Brigadier General Joaquin Vara del Ray. Stubborn resistance by the Spanish troops tied down Lawton's division (about
6,000 men) for most of the day. During the fight, two of Vara del Ray's
sons were killed and his brother was severely wounded. At 4 p.m. the
town was stormed and the Spanish general was killed trying to rally his
men. In the battle, the 17th lost 8 men killed and 40 wounded, among
the latter Herman Kappes of Gettysburg. Shortly after his wounding,
he was sent to Tampa, Florida, and on to Fort McPherson near Atlanta,
Georgia. A week after his first, another letter to his father, Charles
Kappes of Gettysburg, was printed in the local paper:
I will write you a few lines to let you know that I was slightly
wounded in the left arm. It doesn't amount to anything and I will be
ready to join my company in a few weeks. I was wounded at El Caney.
It was one of the greatest battles ever fought, I think, and one of the
hardest. We started the battle on the morning of the 1st of July about
6 o'clock and it lasted until the 4th at 9 o'clock. We were fighting
under great disadvantages. We had to drive the Spaniards out of
block houses, stone forts and entrenchments. We made them fly, just
the same. There were several foreign officers with us and they said
they had never seen such gallant fighting as the Boys in Blue did ,
and that no other soldiers could have taken the forts and stood such
a fire as we did.
Cuba is a very nice place, and of course grows all kinds of tropical
fruits , oranges, coconuts, mangoes and dozens of other kinds, and we
certainly enjoyed them. The papers said the Cubans were starving,
but that is a lie, they are all fat and healthy looking. The only thing
we have read about them that is true , is about their clothes-they
are certainly very ragged. The people they call Cubans have surprised
me very much. I expected to see a different class of people than they
are-they are a lot of Negroes, and you can't tell them from ours at
home. They are a thieving lot and have stolen our rations and robbed
our dead. The Spaniards are good looking people . I have captured a
Spanish sharpshooter's watch and mantle that he dropped from a
coconut tree, after being shot. There were lots of Spanish sharpshooters on trees. They had themselves strapped fa st to the trees. Well,
Father, do not worry about me for I never felt better in my life and I
do not think the Spanish bullet is made that will kill me. Herman
Kappes, Co. F, 17 Inf., U.S.R. 28
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On the evening of August 2, Herman Kappes arrived in Gettysburg on
a two-month furlough to recover from his wounds. The next day areporter for the Star and Sentinel called upon Herman at his father's residence on North Stratton Street and interviewed him on his experiences
in Cuba. "Mr. Kappes spoke freely of his experience and related an interesting account of the fight," the article began:
The 17th was quartered at Columbus Ohio, prior to the outbreak
of hostilities with Spain. The regiment was ordered to Tampa, Fla. ,
early in the campaign. Kappes happened to be absent on furlough
when the. regiment moved, but hastened to join the command when
he heard of their movement to the front, although his furlough had
not expired. After lying at Tampa about six weeks this regiment was
ordered to Cuba on the first expedition, embarking on the Iroquois,
and landing in Cuba on June 22. Mr. Kappes says: We landed about
19 miles north [actually southeast] of Santiago. Our brigade consisted
of the 12th, 7th, and 17th Regulars under Gen. Chaffee. We marched
south [actually west], as near as I can judge, about six miles and
camped in the woods. The next day we made another small march of
about 7 or 8 miles, we then lay in camp for several days. Our company being on picket all night we met the division going on a forced
march to El Caney. We joined in and marched until about 3 o'clock in
the morning. Starting again about sunrise we marched about a mile
and a half, when we threw our equipment off, and prepared for a
close approach on the enemy. This was on the morning of July 1. Our
advance was in skirmish formation. In fact we could not move in any
other way on account of the character of the ground which was extremely rough and covered with thick growth of underbrush. There
is nothing in our county here that can be compared to it in roughness. We fought in this way until about 5 o'clock in the afternoon,
advancing on the six blockhouses and stone fort and other defenses
of the town, which we succeeded in capturing. It was in this advance
that I was shot, at about 2 o'clock in the afternoon. The enemy's sharpshooters were in the trees- tall coconut trees and palms- where they
were entirely invisible, and could not be located by our men because
they used the smokeless powder. Myself and two other members of
my company were pushing our way ahead, and seeing a small opening in the brush we started to go through single file, I being in the
lead. I was advancing in a stooping position when I made the opening. Evidently we were spied by a sharpshooter in a tree who tried to
pick us off. I was struck on the left arm just below the shoulder joint.
The ball passed clear through the fleshy part of my arm in a downward direction, then stru ck the man behind me and passed clear
through his body, wounding him severely in the stomach, and then
passed through the third man's right forearm , inflicting an ugly
wound. We bound up one another's wounds with the bandages that
https://cupola.gettysburg.edu/ach/vol4/iss1/1
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all the soldiers are supplied with. The second man was completely
disabled. The third had his arm broken and had to drop out. I stayed
into the fight until evening, not knowing how badly I was hurt. I
finally found I could not raise my rifle through weakness. The captain saw I was injured and told me to retire , that I had stayed longer
than I should. I found I was getting very weak. Owing to the imperfect bandaging I lost a large amount of blood. I found my clothing
from my shoulder to my feet saturated with blood. I went to the rear
to a field hospital where I had my wound dressed.
The next day I worked myself back to the division hospital, located on the beach, as did all the wounded who could move themselves. The severely wounded were taken back in the army wagons
and the suffering of the poor fellows in these heavy wagons over the
rough country - there is nothing like a road - was pitiable; but it was
the best that could be done. I saw my comrade who was shot through
the body brought in in this way and he certainly was in a bad fix. I
went up to him and asked him if he could take a cup of hot coffee, he
said he could, I got it for him, and it cheered him up a good bit. I
understand that he was too severely injured to be removed from the
island, and I have not h eard what has been the r esult of his wounds.
His home is somewhere near Pittsburg. The other comrade, whose
home is at Columbus, came away on the same boat with me. On July
5 all the wounded who were able to move around were ordered on the
boat. We thought we would be taken out to sea for awhile and then
brought back; but we were taken at once to Tampa, we were then
taken by train to the hospital at Fort McPherson, Atlanta. On July
22 I was furloughed for two months. I came to Baltimore, and after
remaining there a few days I came home where I hope I may be able
to regain my strength. I find I am very weak, although my wound
has entirely healed. When asked about the watch he had captured
Mr. Kappes said: This happened that same afternoon I was wounded.
The Spanish sharpshooters fastened themselves to the trees as I before mentioned . I passing under a tree I saw a haversack lying on the
ground, I looked up and saw the owner hanging in the tree, dead,
riddled with bullets. The haversack had dropped down. I thought I
would look into it. On examining it I found this watch and a large
quantity of Mauser cartridges and some other articles. The watch I
took with me, and have brought it along home. At first our men could
not make out where the shots came from that were dropping their
comrades . At last it was noticed that the bullets came downward,
and we concluded the sharpshooters were in the trees. We learned
this to be the truth , and then the boys began to pepper the trees , and
many a Spaniard met the doom of the fellow whose watch I got. The
coconut trees are about sixty feet high, with bare trunk until near
the top, where there is a large tuft of foliage. The Spaniards climbed
into these tree tops where they were entirely concealed, and strapped
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themselves fast to prevent their falling in case of being wounded . For
a long time they thus had a big advantage over us, and picked off our
officers at an alarming rate. They even shot the hospital attendants
while carrying off the wounded .
Mr. Kappes thinks the Mauser rifle with which the Spanish regulars were armed is superior to the rife of our troops because with one
movement the Mauser can be loaded with five cartridges arranged in
a sort of pouch, while our own gun would only receive one cartridge
with the same movement. The Mauser bullet is very small, only 28
caliber, that is 28-100 of an inch in diameter, but as long or longer
than a Minie ball. The wounds inflicted by the Mauser are not as
severe as those made by the Minie; the balls penetrate the flesh and
the bones without shattering. All the Spanish regulars are armed
with the Mauser, but volunteers have the Remington which fires a
large brass-covered ball which seems to explode on striking and
makes a large, ghastly wound, tearing the flesh in a horrible manner.
The 17th just missed, by half an hour, getting into the fight in
which the Rough Riders had their terrible experience [the battle of
Las Guasimas on June 24]. This was on the Second day's march above
mentioned. The regiment came up on and passed over the ground
immediately after the fight and saw the dead and wounded being
gathered up and cared for. This was their first sight of bloodshed in
the war. Mr. Kappes was not very favorably impressed with what he
saw of the Cuban soldiers. He says they would not stay in a fight, but
would fire a few shots and then retire. They seemed to find more
comfort in getting to the rear where the Americans had left their
stores and provisions, on which they found it less dangerous to make
an assault than on the Spanish troops . He says he saw only one
wounded Cuban in the field hospital and less than a score in the
division hospital while he was there .
The climate of Cuba, Mr. Kappes says was pleasant during his
short stay. It rained every afternoon about half past two or three
o'clock, very hard, but for a short time only. There had been no cases
of yellow fever up to the time he was removed, so far as he knew.
From what h e has been told about this fever by the Cubans he met
he thinks he would rather take his chances with it than with the
typhoid fever, many cases of which he saw while at Fort McPherson.
The rations supplied to our men in Cuba were very good, only there
was not enough, probably because so many outsiders had to be fed.
Mr. Kappes, though yet a young man, is quite a veteran in the service. This is his seventh year in the regular army. From his first
enlistment he was discharged as a corporal. He has declined appointment as a non-commissioned officer during his second term , preferring to soldier as a private rather than assume the responsibilities
attending the wearing of the chevrons. 29
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Fig. 4: The 7th United States Infantry in their advance on El Caney (Harper's
Pictorial History of the War with Spain).

Another Gettysburgian involved in the fighting at El Caney on July 1,
1898, was Samuel Linah. He was a member of Company D, 12th United
States Infantry which was also assigned to Caffee's 3rd Brigade, 2nd
Division, 5th Army Corps. The 12th lost 45 men killed or wounded in
the fight. On July 7th while still in trenches around Santiago, Samuel
wrote a letter to his mother. According to the Star and Sentinel,
He did not have any paper nor envelopes, so he used an old letter
and wrote cross-wise, then doubled it up sewing the ends together,
making a rather ingenious envelope ... .in regard to the fighting, we
have had, it was something terrible, the men dropping down all around
me, and to hear the wounded and dying men, their groans are terrible to hear. I have been to the extreme front ever since we landed,
and have escaped without a single scratch. I hope I may be as lucky
as this the whole way through. You will know if I am killed or mortally wounded, but I shall not shirk or play sick, as some have done.
There is no use for me to conceal anything from you , as you know all,
but do not worry yourself, as I am trusting in God to go through safe.
I saw John Weigle the second day after we landed. Watch the newspapers and you will see the movements of the 12th Regiment. Send
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me some writing paper the next time you write. With a kiss a nd much
love. Your son, Samuel L. Linah.ao

On July 30th Samuel wrote to his mother from Santiago de Cuba:
It seems a year ago almost since I heard from you. I wrote you
several letters since I came here, yet I have received but one from
you and that so long ago. I had one from sister Laura a nd was delighted of course to h ear from you through h er, but while I know it is
some trouble for you to write, you may imagine that I am a nxious to
have a letter from you, be it ever so short. We do not have paper nor
envelopes ourselves, but some good Christian friends furnish them
when we fell' able to write.
Do not let the stories you may see in the papers alarm you about
me. Your boy has been so sick that he thought he would surely die.
He had what is called the "break-bone" fever. The pain he suffered
for three days it would be useless to try to describe. In all I was sick
eight days. My iron constitution has served me well, but I fear it is
almost broken through exposure. I was one of the very last to get the
fever. A few, but a very few, did not get it at all. I am now convalescing, (the surgeons call it) so do not h ave a ny fear. (I would like to tell
you of the fights I was in, but my duties as a soldier are so tiresome
in this climate that it is hard work for me to write this much. I trust
that God may spare me to see you all again and then I can tell you
how we fought at El Caney, and of our terrific Work in front of
Santiago. Two companies, A and D, and a part of Co. F, of the 12th
Regiment did great work there, but the papers have not given us
credit; but History will make it right. Our 1st Sergeant, Daniel
Mulkey, was shot whilst standing by my side and fell against me.
When I got a chance, I helped the poor fellow back to shelter. He was
bleeding so much that my left side was covered with blood and my
shirt was saturated . Some of the blood dried on me and the next day
I scraped it off with my bayonet.
Oh Mother! I can understand , and so can all of the boys understand, what those brave men, soldiers of the Civil War, suffered and
endured for their country, and the glory of the Stars and Stripes. If I
am spared to again get to the States, I feel that I shall never pass an
old solder, without feeling like taking off my hat. What we have done
here we would do again, if called upon, but I do hope that we will not
be compelled to lay around in camp - so long, for there is where so
many of our poor boys get sick.
Santiago De Cuba, August 9th. Dear Mother- The reason I did not
finish this letter sooner was because I could not. I had another spell
of sickness; such terrible pains in my back and head, I was so weak
that I could not raise my head for several days, but since we have
h ad news that there is good prospects of our going to the States, we
are a ll rejoicing, and to many a poor fellow the news is better than all
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the medicine. I hope the news is correct, for if it is not it would be
terribly disappointing to us all. As some of the troops have already
started I guess that we too may be moved, and in due time again
reach God's Country, or perhaps I would better say God's favored
Country; the United States of America.
Mother dear, we were all anxious to get to the front and see active
service, yet when we did get there everything moved so quickly that
we had hardly time to catch our breath between the hard spells of
fighting, that made men and heroes of many a sturdy Yankee boy.
Mother, when I went into battle I resolved to do my duty, and if it
was God's will that I be killed or wounded; it might never be said,
that I shirked in front of the enemy. I have witnessed such strange
sights since I came here that I feellO years older in experience, yet I
know that I have been here but a little over two months.
Dear Mother, all Americans love the dear old Stars and Stripes,
but here among the dead, wounded and sick, we soldier boys have
learned lessons in patriotism and how very dear to our hearts the
old flag is. There are boys in my company that to look at you would
hardly think fighters ; but when the ping, ping, of the Mauser bullets
was h eard, and Old Glory was moved forward , they were right there
taking their "medicine" like "vets."
Wh en I came here supplies were very scarce. I saw one man offer
$15 for a bag of tobacco. I had $4 , and one of them I gave for a cigarette and you can imagine how I enjoyed it. Please thank John for
the articles he sent me, especially the cigarettes. Tell him that I have
some relics for him, which I trust I may be able to deliver soon. Among
them is an American Cartridge belt, some Spanish and American
bullets, a piece of barbed-wire and the shell of the first cartridge that
I fired at the Spaniards. Tell him that it seemed odd to me at first
that I could not shoot, as I pleased, and only on command. Well, this
has become quite a newspaper so I will send my love and kindest
wishes to all inquiring friends . From your loving and devoted son,
Samuel D. Linah, Company D, 12th Infantry. 31

Within a few weeks of his letter Samuel was sent stateside to recover
from his illness. He was given a furlough and made his way home towards Gettysburg to regain his health at the home of his sister Mrs.
John L. Sheads. On August 28, his train passed through Philadelphia. A
year earlier, he had enlisted at the army recruiting station at Juniper
and Filbert streets in Philadelphia. He accordingly sought the officers of
the recruiting station, where he was given a most hearty welcome and
for a time related many of the heretofore untold horrors of the soldier's
life in Cuba and in camps. Linah "wore a fatigue blouse and trousers
which bore evidence of the hardships which he had endured." To areporter for the Philadelphia Inquirer Samuel related the following:
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We were in the thick of the fight at El Caney block house , and
before Santiago, he said, "but won't get due credit until the official
history of the war is printed. A man who has gone through the suffering endured in Cuba during the three days fight and even after hostilities had ceased is prepared to face any death. There was no choice
of horrors, and death from a Mauser bullet was not one of the worst
of them. I saw the slaughter of the Rough Riders [at Las Guasimas
on June 24, 1898] and there is no use trying to hide the facts , for we
all shuddered. I did not mind viewing dead bodies as they lay
unmutilated. Hamilton Fish's body was one of the first we passed
and as we went further we came across the men who had been caught
by the brass-covered bullets of the shorter range rifles of the Spaniards. I had one of these bullets which killed a poor fellow, but when
I was taken ill the Cubans rifled my knapsack and the only curio I
have left is a piece of the Spanish flag from the block house.
When it became known among us that brass bullets were being
used we all presented a gruesome spectacle. The wounded who lay in
the path of our march presented a sickly sight. We never faltered , as
the fight would indicate, but for a time our courage was of skim-milk
order. The slaughter of the Rough Riders [Las Guasimas] was a sickening sight, and had it not been for the Tenth Cavalry, there would
not been one of them left to-day. I tell you, those colored cavalrymen
and infantrymen are the cream of the army. It is true they are picked
men, but it shows what a well organized body of men can do. We were
proud of the chance to fight side by side with them.
We fought to save the lives of the Cubans and rescue the
reconcentardos from starvation, while at the same time Cuban soldiers tried to starve us. If aU nited States soldier threw off his knapsack a Cuban soldier came up and rifled it of all he had. They were
armed, and it was at first hoped that they would be able to assist us
in routing the Spaniards until we became familiar with the Spanish
method of fighting in ambush. I was going to say they caused us as
much trouble as the Dons, and they did all but shoot us. 32

While these Adams countians were engaged in the fighting for El
Caney, two others were involved in the attack on the height of San Juan.
Although much is made of the charge of the "Rough Riders," they were
not the only unit in the charge, and did not single handedly take the
Spanish position as popular tradition records. The brunt of this assault
was borne by the United States Regulars (including Colored Regiments)
from the divisions of Jacob K. Kent and Samuel Sumner. Much as the
exaggerated stand of the 20th Maine has overshadowed the other units
that fought at Gettysburg, history has forgotten these heroes of San
Juan Hill.
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Walter Tipton, whose brother was aboard of USS Columbia, served
with Compa ny C, 3rd United States Cavalry, during the Santiago campaign. On July 1, 1898, his unit was part of the 1st Brigade of the Cavalry Division and was pushed directly up the main road leading to
Santiago over San Juan Hill. On July 21 , 1898, he wrote to his father,
Lee Tipton, from Santiago, Cuba:
I will endeavor to answer your letter which was received yesterday. Well, since I wrote to you I have had the fever again , this being
the second attack since the 5th, and the feeling is an awful one, you
don't care whether you live or die, you can't eat, and it is a disagreeable disease; it strikes you very sudden, as you may be standing talking to some one and fall over like a log. Every man in our troop except two has been sick. At one time there were 185 of our Regiment
in the hospital; but thank God, not one died.
Sam Linah and the rest of our boys are all right; that is they came
through the fight all right, so some of his company informed me. We
had 48 wounded, 4 killed and 6 missing. It was awful to see the dead
and wounded lying around. I was lying beside one poor fellow for
several hours before I knew he was dead. There were 3 of my comr a des shot beside me. When I look over the fighting ground I don't
see how we ever got them out of their trenches, as it looks almost
impossible, but it was done , for I saw them get out, leaving their
trenches filled with dead. The most ghastly sight I think it possible
to conceive, I witnessed after the first day's fight. We changed positions about 10 o'clock that night, and passed a block-house that had
been entrenched all around, and the moon shone down on a frightful
scene; the dead Spaniards were lying around in every conceivable
position, and they being so dark complected, and the pale of death
gave them a sickening look, almost too horrible to look upon.
Father, whatever you see in the papers in regard to the Cubans
fighting, put it down as a lie, as the only thing they did was steal our
rations, and everything they got their hands on. They are so used to
running to the rear when they hear a shot fired that they cannot be
broke of it. We are feeding them now but they are really not worth
the salt in their hard-tack. Please tell the rest of the family who have
written to me that I will answer their letters as soon as I get some
stamps and paper. I hear there is some talk of moving us to Long
Island, but I don't know how true it is, but I do know that if they keep
us here many months there won't be any of us to move. I must close
for this time; hoping to hear from you soon, your loving son, Walter
Tipton, Troop C, 3rd U.S. Reg. Cav. 33

Another countian present in the fighting for the heights of San Juan
was John Nicholas Weigle. He was born on March 16, 1870, the son of
John Nicholas and Lucinda Snyder Weigle. Lucinda was the daughter of
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Conrad Snyder and grew up at that family's residence which no longer
stands, replaced years ago by the Gettysburg Tour Center's parking lot.
In August of 1888, he enlisted in the regular United States Army and by
the time of the Spanish American War was a sergeant of Company L,
9th United States Infantry attached to the 3rd Brigade (commanded by
Charles A. Wikoff, KIA July 1st) 1st Division (Kent), 5th Army Corps. 34
During the campaign, Sergeant Weigle was on detached service with
Lieutenant John Henry Parker's Battery F, 2nd United States Artillery
and given charge of one of Parker's Gatling Guns. We are fortunate that
much information is known on his activities during the battle of July
1st, from ·a number of sources. As the artillery opened fire on the morning of the battle, Weigle was described as being very excited:
Serg. Weigle, who had brought along a small portable camera, with a
large supply of film-rolls, requested permission to photograph the
next shot fired by Grimes' Battery. It was granted. He climbed to the
top of the hill, stepped off to the left of the battery, and calmly focused his camera. Grimes fired another salute, and Weigle secured a
good picture. A Spanish shell came whistling over the hill; Weigle,
judging where it would burst from previous observations , focused his
camera, and secured a picture of the burst. He then rejoined his detachment, and photographed it as it stood. He seemed chiefly worried for fear he would not get a picture of everything that happened. 'l"

Soon after, however, Weigle's gun was detached from the rest of the
battery by a Lieutenant Miley, and sent to a hill near the San Juan
farm-house. Lieutenant Parker described Weigle's reaction.
Weigle, whose only idea of battle, at this time, was a chance to
shoot, had been, to his intense disgust, restrained from opening fire.
Then the piece had been taken down from the hill and around to the
left of the line, where Lieut. Miley's duty as aide had carried him, to
observe the progress of the battle, and Weigle had been again denied
the privilege of "potting" a Spaniard. 36

Meanwhile, at a very critical moment in the fight , Parker pushed his
other guns forward and poured a deadly fire into the Spanish trenches,
allowing the pinned down regulars to advance and take the hill. From
the position of the left flank of the United States forces, Weigle would
have had an excellent view of his battery's service. With the fall of San
Juan Hill, his gun was sent back to the battery where he reported to
Lieutenant Parker for duty. Parker described the scene:
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He was the most disgusted man in the American Army; he was
furiou s; h e was white-hot; he was so mad that the tears rolled down
his ch eeks, as h e reported with a soldierly salute , "Sir, Serg. Weigle
r epor ts, with his gun. Lieut. Miley did not allow me to open fire . I
would like to h ave orders." In spite of the critical condition of the
en gagement, it was extremely ludicrous; but the reopening of the
fire a t this moment presented an opportunity to accommodate the
ser geant to his heart's content. He was directed to run his piece up
on the firing line, report to the officer in charge there-of, and go into
action as soon as he pleased. Within thirty seconds he was getting
his coveted opportunity. He fired until his gun became accidentally
ja mmed, pulled it down behind the crest of the hill and removed the
defective cartridge, returned it and repeated this operation, actually
bringing the gun down three times, and returning it into action, doing very effective work, and all the time displaying the utmost coolness and good judgment. A sharpshooter began to make a target of
Weigle's gun, and "potted" a couple of men belonging to the cavalry
n ear it. This made Weigle so mad that he turned the gun, for a moment, upon the tree in which the sharpshooter was concealed. That
sharpshooter never shot a gain. Finally, Weigle's gun got so h ot, and
he himself so cool, that he concluded the piece was too warm for furth er firing. So h e ran it down behind the hill, and r a n his detachment back on the hill with rifles , and during the remainder of the
evening, the members of this crew practiced with "long Toms" upon
the Spanish soldiers. 37

Shortly after the fight , John was taken ill. On July 7, 1898, Lieutenant Parker wrote from "the trenches at Santiago, Cuba" to John's aunt
in Gettysburg, Mrs . J . Louis Sowers, to inform her of her nephew's condition.
Sergeant J. N. Weigle, 9th lnf. who has charge of one of my Gatling
guns, has asked me to write you, and let you know that he is alive
and all right. He is suffering a little from an attack of Gastritis, but it
is nothing serious, and the doctor assures me that he will be well in a
couple of days. I must say to you that he has been with me in all the
fighting in front of Santiago, under fire all the time, and has so greatly
distinguished himself by his coolness and daring, that I have written
a special letter to the Commanding officer of the 5th Army Corps to
ask that Sergeant Weigle be promoted to Second Lieutenant of the
regular army for extreme gallantry, coolness and courage in action
near Santiago, Cuba, July 1st, 1898. I sincerely hope the fighting is
over and that after the war is over I may have the pleasure of making your acquaintance personally. Very Sincerely, John H. Parker,
Lieut. U.S. Army, Commanding Gatling Gun Department 5th Army
Corps, and Rapid Fire Guns, 1st U.S. Vol Cavalry (Rou gh Riders) .38
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On the same day John wrote a few lines to his uncle, J. Louis Sowers:
While the flag of truce is flying I will try and write you a few lines
and let you know that I'm all O.K. , and in the land of the living, but
a land that is very hot, especially for the last few days. We had a hot
fight on the 1st, 2d, and 3d, of July. I haven't had my clothes or shoes
off for the last week. I have been sick for the last three days, but feel
better now. I will have to close. Give my regards to Mrs. Homan and
tell her there was a hot time in the old town. John N . Weigle .39

On July 16th John sat down and wrote to his aunt from the "trenches
fronting Santiago, Cuba." His detailed letter on the campaign was reprinted in the Star and Sentinel on August 23, 1898:
Santiago has surrendered to the United States forces and the 5th
Corps enjoys, for the time being, immunity from attacking the works
of our friends, the enemy, and the possibility of Spanish good faith ,
that freedom which gives one time to send a few words home . It must
be realized by intelligent people that the 5th Corps did sail from
Tampa Bay on the evening of June 14th, and after eight days and
nights of deprivation, not deserved by Uncle Sam's soldiers, the Corps
disembarked at Baiquiri [Daiquiri] on the 22nd, in the small boats of
Sampson's fleet, and Maj. Gen. Joe Wheeler's Cavalry division including Teddy Roosevelt's Rough Riders and Gen. Lawton's 2nd Division of Infantry.
Gen. Wheeler, with the 1st and lOth U.S. Cavalry and Rough Riders, at once took the highway through the mountainous valleys from
Baiquiri to Santiago, in pursuit of the enemy fleeing from Baiquiri
and Siboney which Admiral Sampson had also shelled out the evening
of the 22nd, Gen. Lawton's division closely following and resting to
guard the mountain passes about Siboney. During the night Gen.
Wheeler learned from Cuban Scouts that the Spaniards were concentrated across the highway in strong force and position (numbering about 4,000). Gen. Wheeler with Gen. Young commanding U.S.
Cavalry Brigade, and Col. Wood Commanding the Rough Riders, formulated a plan of attack, which being carried out during the night
resulted in the entire routing of the enemy by our total force of 900
men. This battle [Las Guasimas], the first between the Spanish and
United States troops on Cuban soil, has been described in the Army
and Navy Journal by General Wheeler's official report. It was as gallant a charge through the dense jungle of this mountainous country
as it was successful. Gen. Lawton's Division was immediately moved
to the front, as matters looked more critical than at first anticipated,
and Gen. Shafter saw the necessity of at once sending Parker's Gatling
Gun Battery, as they are constructed for rapid movement and deathdealing propensities. On the 25th Lieut. Parker equipped his battery
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for the field , and that afternoon the first and the finest outfit of machine guns and determined men known to our army, moved to the
front. That night we camped on the tall rich grass, after a march of
five miles over rocky roads with the novel sensations of having for
the first time seen growing coconuts, and the luxuriance of drinking
the milk in the young coconuts.
On the morning of the 26th we passed through Siboney where the
remainder of our expedition had disembarked, stocked up and again
took the highway for the front. Our march during the day being
through a rich overgrown country. We camped, as the previous night,
with the difference of a mango instead of coconut grove nearby. This
camp we occupied until 5 A.M., when Lt. Parker's orders took the
Gatlings through columns of troops, moving to the front to El Poso (a
mission house) about 14 miles from Baiquiri.
At El Poso we were halted to await further orders, as we were
virtually to the front. Gens. Garcia and Castillo with their army of
Cubans marched by, as did successively the U.S. troops taking the
position assigned them in the dense jungle through which the narrow roadway led direct to Santiago, two miles distant. Meanwhile
Capt. Grimes' light battery took position on the right of the high hill
immediately to our left, and proceeded to find the enemy by sending
shell after shell at his presumed forts , in front of a long, low building,
which later, by the display ofred cross flags, was taken for the Spanish hospital, but as the enemy didn't seem disposed to isolate either
the fort or hospital Grimes continued firing greatly to the delight of
staff officers and yellow journal war correspondents, from 6:30 to
7:30A.M., when we heard the whistle of (what the soldiers called a
dinner pot) the enemy's first shell. This exploded directly above the
hill slope and sent the delighted aggregation to the shelter of twigs
and to the possibility of their legs. Several artillery horses were killed.
The next shell broke over the Gatling gun Battery, killing several
Cubans and wounding many soldiers in the column at foot of hill.
Lieut. Parker (by order) moved his battery thus saving for the successful result of that ever to be remembered day's battle, his outfit
intact. Gen. Sumner dashing forward ordered the cavalry to move to
the front, and when the fourth shell broke over Grimes' battery killing privates Helme and Underwood, and wounding Sergts. Kewig,
Viell and Comford, Corporals Keen and Pat Bair. There were none
but Corporal Gresham and the Army and Navy Journal Corresponded
to care for wounded. The shelling lasted nearly an hour before Grimes'
battery silenced the enemy's guns.
Lieut. Parker received orders to follow the 71st N.Y. Vol. Inf. into
action (this regiment was moving forward) he got Captain Starr, of
Gen. Shafter's staff to ride forward and open the ranks of the 71st, so
that he could take his guns forward. Mter going 3/4 of a mile under
the fire of sharp-shooters Lieut. Parker was again forced to halt for
orders, meanwhile the infantry and dismounted Cavalry were heavily
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engaged. During this halt we were submitted to a tremendous rifle
fire from the enemy on our left front and right flank which was brought
about by the cheers of the green volunteers, as the battery rattled
through , their open ranks exposing to the enemy in the jungle, the
position of the U.S. troops.
Can you imagine, being thus unnecessarily baptized in the enemy's
fire by the boweryism of the 71st N .Y. Vol. submitting to the galling
fire which caused more of the casualties of that morning (July 1), as
few of our troops could locate the enemy, who had virtually ambushed
the invading forces. During this continuous rifle fire the enemy were
raking our positions by sending succeeding shells of the shrapnel.
The 16th U.S. Inf. pushed forward passing (the gallant 71st N .Y. by
this time had found shelter in the border) into the teeth of the fire.
Lieut. Parker obtained discretionary orders to go forward and use
his guns to the best advantage. This he done by galloping forward
and put his guns into play on the Spanish entrenched position on the
right of road leading to Santiago. From this hill the Spanish were
pouring a murderous fire on our Infantry and Cavalry on the banks
of the Guama River [a stream that branches off of the San Juan River] ,
moving his guns across the river he placed them in position and
started to play a tune . Oh, of what great delight to their hard-pressed
comrades. A tune pitched to one thousand shots per minute, was a
key higher than the high perched could stand, and with a cheer the
whole line charged the hill and the third line of the enemy's lines
were in the hands of the U.S. forces.
Lawton's men were now deep in their attack on El Caney, about
two miles on our right. This was about 7 o'clock, A.M. [it must have
been later]. Lawton was really the advance on the extreme left of the
enemy's Santiago defenses. The capture of the hill virtually drove
the enemy from Lawton's left and front into his last ditches within a
mile of Santiago, so that when Chaffee's gallant brigade made its
bold charge at 4 P.M. the enemy fled .
The maps will show San Juan, El Caney and Santiago. It will seem
that to capture El Caney meant simply giving a position on the right
flank, leaving the enemy's line about Santiago intact. By taking San
Juan the enemy's center was broken and to save his (now cut off) left
wing only retreat or surrender presented itself, as the Cavalry (dismounted) with the 6th, 9th, 13th and 16th Regular Infantry [the
16th lost more men than any other unit in the battle], with the aid of
the Gatling guns, had forced and captured the enemy's right and cut
him off from communicating with Aguadores. He crawled into his
holes under the shades of numerous Red Cross flags to surrender
after having received another drubbing July 10-11.
The Spanish sharpshooters occupied the first three days in wounding and killing the wounded passing along the roads to the hospitals,
being hid in tree tops. When their lines retreated they were left in
our lines. Red Crosses were seemingly their favorite marks. The buz-
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zards are feeding off the remains of the assassins for our boys dropped
many of them out of the trees. American losses in the battle being
estimated in killed, wounded and missing, 1,000; Spanish losses reported in Madrid, killed, wounded and missing, first two days' fight,
4,000; since about 600 . The American troops engaged were: 1, 2, 3, 4,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21 , 22, 24, 25 U .S. Infantry; 1, 2, 3, 6,
9, 10 U .S. Cavalry; 1st U.S. Vol. Cavalry [Also engaged were the 2d
Massachusetts at El Caney, the 7lst New York at San Juan Hill and
the 33rd Michigan Volunteers at Aguadores]. This leaves me very
well; with best regards to all, I remain as ever, Your nephew, J . N.
Weigle, 1st Sergt., Co. L, 9th U.S. Inf., 3d Brig., 1st Div., 5th Army
Corps, Island of Cuba. 40

No evidence could be found that John Weigle got his promotion to 2nd
Lieutenant. In 1904 he took up permanent residence in Westminster,
Maryland, and was appointed 1st sergeant of Company H , First Infantry, Maryland National Guard. In 1906 he was made captain and was in
command of his company on the Mexican border in 1916. His unit saw
extensive duty in 1917 and 1918 and eventually became Company C,
112th Machine Gun Battalion, 29th Division. Soon after, Captain Weigle
received a discharge due to disability. Following his military service, he
served as Westminster 's bailiff and street commissioner. He died in
Westminster on December 30, 1945, and was survived by his wife Rufina
Trostle Weigle and four childrenY
The Puerto Rican Campaign

One of the brightest spots during the Spanish American War was the
effectiveness of American forces in Puerto Rico. Although the campaign
was short a nd relatively bloodless, the results were very successful. On
July 25, a short time after the surrender of Santiago, 16,000 U.S. troops
under command of Nelson A. Miles began landings in southern Puerto
Rico . The army was divided into three different columns, and soon were
pushing through the country. The Puerto Ricans welcomed the invaders
and the Spanish troops, for the most part, fell back. There were several
skirmishes and two small battles. But before a major confrontation could
be brought about, an armistice was signed, and at 7 o'clock on the morning of August 13, 1898, hostilities ended.
Several Adams countians are known to have served in the campaign,
and a few of their letters were printed in the local papers. The 4th Pennsylvania Volunteers was of the few Pennsylvania outfits involved in the
campaign. Among its members were John L. Schick, Jr. (Gettysburg) of
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Company B, Harry M. Badders of Company C (Littlestown) and Guy
Wisotzki (or Wisotzkey) of Gettysburg of Company E. 42
On September 6, 1898, an undated Letter was published in the Star
and Sentinel from Guy C. Wisotzki to his family in Gettysburg. The letter, from Arroyo, Puerto Rico, was undoubtedly written at some point
prior to the Armistice:
At last I have been able to write. We landed on the island of Porto
Rico the third of August, at Arroyo, and are stationed a little way out
of town. We had a very smooth sea the whole way down, although the
first night out it was a little rough, but nothing to what it gets sometimes. The only ships we sighted were about four sailing vessels. I
got sea sick the second day out, but after that I felt very well , only we
did not have very much to eat. Everything was cold until the last
three days when we were given boiled potatoes with the jackets on
once a day. The other rations we received were canned horse , baked
beans, coffee and hard tack for breakfast; baked beans, canned horse
and hard tack for dinner; tomatoes, canned horse, coffee and hardtack for supper. That was our bill offare for every day. We became so
tired of them that they went down like medicine at last. I lived mostly
off of hot water and hard tack with pepper and salt.
Now for our landing. We sailed into the harbor sometime in the
afternoon and laid there until almost dark, when we received orders
to land. We were still about a mile from shore. Only two companies
could be landed at one time, as they had to be taken over on rafts. A
little steam launch would tow them with in about one hundred yards
of the short then we had to pole ourselves in with long poles. Im agi ne
the trouble we had to get ashore with no one to show us where to
land and a lot of smart jays on who would not keep quiet so we could
hear the Captain. We landed in safety. After landing, we lay along
side of a building until all of our regiment had landed. We were then
marched a short distance out of the town and encamped in a field.
Two days later we moved camp a little nearer the town, where we are
stationed now. As soon as we pitched Camp, picket posts were stationed on three sides out toward the mountains in which the Spaniards are camped. Our company struck picket duty the second night.
I did not get to go out as I was on regimental guard. We (our Company) go out every twenty-four hours. We came in last evening. Now
we will go out to-night again. That means no sleep for twenty-four
hours . We expect to get a position that will take us almost up in the
mountain. We have not had any shots at any Spaniards yet, but expect to if they don't surrender soon. The war ships in the harbor have
been shelling the mountains to some extent. Our wagon train was
attacked by Spaniards but were driven off by our cavalry. I hope we
will get in a fight soon, as I would like to see a Spanish soldier. I was
a guard over a supposed Spanish spy the other day, which we captured.
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Talk about Porto Rico being fine , it is simply magnificent. I think
the longer I stay the more I will fall in love with it. We are lying in a
strip of land between the mountain and the sea. I cannot say how
long, but about five miles wide, composed of as rich soil as any in the
world . The soil is a dark brown; all kinds of fruit are r aised around
here . Coconuts to burn and all other kinds too numerous to mention.
The mountains are certainly beautiful. They say the Alleghenies in
the U:S. are beautiful, but they can 't tough these . Our mountains
seem to run along smooth on the top whilst these mounta ins look as
jagged almost as a field after being plowed. I do not think they are
very rocky, they are as high if not higher than the Alleghenies. The
natives I don't think much of. I n ever saw or heard of a more corrupt
race of Human beings in my life .
We buy the best coconut candy down h ere that I ever tasted. I
have been eating some of it while writing. This certainly is a healthful county. I am growing h eavier, still I have not felt badly since I
landed h ere. I can't complain of a thing that is the matter with me. I
will have to close as it will not be long before we will have to go out on
duty again. By the way, we h ave received our new rifles and cartridges (Krag Jorgensen Rifle) every person carries one hundred a nd
twenty rounds of a mmunition. All the boys wish to be r emembered to
you and the girls . Close with lots of love. Guy C. Wisotzki, Co. E, 4th
Regt., Penn' a Vol. Inf. , 2nd Brig., 1st div., 1st Army Corps .43

Another who served in Puerto Rico was Charles A. Williams of
Gettysburg who was a member of Company E, 1st United States Volunteer Engineers. Charles was born on February 14, 1871, one of 13 children of Marion (a Civil War veteran) and Sarah Utz Williams. When
just a boy, his family moved to Gettysburg. In his youth he and his brother
M. F. "Max" Williams were employed by William H . Tipton, the famous
photographer. 44 Little did he know at the time but the skills he learned
would be valuable in his Spanish American War service. On July 28,
1898, he wrote a letter to his brother, H . G. Williams, from his training
camp at Peekskill, N.Y:
Your favor of the 25th enclosing other data, at hand. We are all
enjoyin g a good rest in our tents. It has been raining since midnight,
and , of course, th e boys all feel good over it as they have been working us h ard; keep us on the jump from 5 A.M. till 8 P.M. Our first drill
is setting up exercise, then co mpany drill, battalion drill, target practice a nd engineering work, but the boys do not kick; they know it is
for their own good.
I received word to call on Col. Griffin yesterday. He asked me how
I would proceed to photograph from a [reconna issance] kite. I told
him, and after he fini sh ed examining me he told me I would be the
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Regimental photographer and be furnished with ten assistants. He
also asked me if I objected to going up in a balloon. I told him it was
the height of my ambition to photograph from one, and he then told
me we would likely be equipped with one. I do not know what my pay
will be, but will find out when we get our money next pay day, which
will be about August 1st. We expect to leave on the 2nd from New
York direct to Porto Rico. The papers contain full accounts of our
work here and our expected departure, hence I presume you are fully
informed.
You ask me if I would enlist again, if I were free to do so, knowing
what I do of army life. I certainly would, but, of course, prefer the
Engineer Corps. The boys all hope the war will last long enough for
us to see some active service. Our Regiment is composed of the best
people of the country: FitzHugh Lee's son and a nephew of J . Pierpont
Morgan being lieutenants of my Company, "E ."
I must close, get my plate, knife and fork and go to the kitchen in
a few minutes for my dinner. Each man takes his own plate to cook,
gets his dinner, (which will consist of baked beans and pork), have
his canteen filled with coffee and go to the company mess tent to eat,
after which he will wash his own dishes. We have Japanese cooks.
Your Brother, C. A. Williams, Co. E., 1st Reg. U.S . Vol. Engineers. 45

On August 23, 1898, Charles wrote a letter to his parents from a "Camp
near Ponce, Pueto Rico." The Armistice was just a week old:
I am enjoying fairly good health. It is impossible for one to feel
good in this climate at this time of the year, as the wet season is at its
worst. We have rain every two or three hours. It is very low and
marshy where our camp is located. Between showers it is very hot
and sultry. The natives are similar to our Negroes in looks and disposition. Our camp is about a half mile from Ponce. The 19th Regular
Infantry joins our camp on the north and the 7th Cavalry on the
east; the Governor's Troop and the Sheridan Troop two miles north.
Gen. Miles' 32 miles north. We will move sometime this week, the
2nd Battalion, about 40 or 50 miles north to rebuild some bridges the
Spaniards burned. The Q.M. is packing 30 days' rations for us. The
3rd Battalion left yesterday on a 20 mile march to get some artillery
out of a swamp, which is periodically covered with mud . We do not
know whether it is fight or not for us , as we hear nothing about peace
being declared. You people know more about what is going on in the
island than we do. As soon as peace is declared this entire Regiment
will apply for its discharge, as they are treating us shamefully; only
about half enough to eat and most of the boys confined to camp. I am
at liberty to go where and when I please . Have been in Ponce several
times doing photographing for the Government. Sunday I made a
plate of the Spanish prisoners which the 16th Pa. captured and who
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are now in the barracks- 163 of them. They are a tough looking lot of
soldiers. They sell the buttons and insignia off their clothes to our
boys. I have a number of buttons, & etc., which I bought off them,
and I expect to get a fine collection of relics when we get into the
interior, as well as a full set of views.
Our money is worth $1.75 in Spanish for an American dollar; but
the natives are very shrewd and have raised the price about double
for everything so as not to lose anything by the exchange. The restaurants charge $1.50 for dinner, and that is not fit to eat. Our camp
is surrounded with coconuts, bananas, limes, mangroves, sugar cane
and Indian corn, but the fruit is poisonous to the boys and we do not
eat of it. The natives use oxen and ponies to do their work.
One of our boys h ad just come into camp from the wharf and reports that there is a Spanish schooner in the harbor flying the Spanish flag , so I presume peace has been declared. All the boys are anxious to get back to the states. The Chester, which brought us down,
left yesterday, and before going threw away a lot of meat and provisions which had spoiled and which the Relief Association of New York
had put aboard for us to keep us from starving. We live about half
the time on two h ardtacks and three spoons of beans. I t ake up about
an inch in my belt every day; don't think I weigh over 135lbs.
I have just been over to see one of the four-mule teams which ran
off and hurt one of the drivers. Three of the Regulars have been shot
since we are here for rape. They don't consider a man's life worth
much here. Good-bye, Love to All. Your Son, Charles A. Williams, Co.
E. , 1st Reg., U.S. Vol. Engineers. 46
On January 25, 1899, Charles was mustered out of service and returned to Gettysburg where he was again employed by William Tipton.
Later he went into the real estate business, and in 1933 was appointed
as postmaster of Gettysburg, a post which he held until his death in
1943. 47

The Philippine Islands
On May 1, 1898, just a ·.veek into the war, the victory at Manila Bay
by Admiral Dewey's Asiatic Fleet filled the nation with confidence. His
crushing victory made the Americans masters of seas. The Spanish had
some 45,000 troops on the ground in the Philippine Islands (13,000 stationed around Manila) , and it was unlikely that they would give up without a fight. It would take some time, however, before an American expeditionary force could be organized and moved 7,600 miles across the
Pacific Ocean. In the meantime, there was little Admiral Dewey could
do but hold on to the advantage h e h a d gained and wait. As in Cuba,
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there had been several insurrections in the Philippines in the years prior
to the war. On the 16th of May, Emilio Aguinaldo, exiled leader of the
insurgents' army, boarded a United States vessel at Hong Kong and three
days later was delivered to Caviate just south of Manila. It was thought
that Aguinaldo and his insurgents would keep the Spanish busy for
awhile.
The first convoy for the Philippines set sail from San Francisco on
May 25, 1898, and reached Manila with some 2,500 men on the 30th of
June. The second convoy arrived on July 17, bringing nearly 3,600 men,
including the lOth Pennsylvania Volunteers . More ships arrived over
the next few weeks, ·bringing the total American force to over 10,000.
The commander of these troops was Major General Wesley Merritt (who
at the Battle of Gettysburg was a brigade commander under General
John Buford). On August 13, the United States forces, supported by
Dewey's warships and unaware that an armistice had been signed, advanced in two columns against the Spanish fortifications. There was
little resistance, and the Spanish quickly capitulated, preferring to surrender to the Americans than the Filipinos who had the city under siege
for the better part of three months. The only Adams countian known to
have served in the Philippine Islands during the Spanish American War
is John T. Bigham who served in Company E, lOth Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. It is not known what role John may have played in the
fighting, but his unit was present in the Battle of Manila on August 13,
1898. On arriving in the Philippines, John wrote to his mother in
Cashtown. His letter is dated July 20, 1898:
I wrote you from Mt. Gretna, Pa., that I had volunteered in the
U.S. Army. Since that time I have gone to San Francisco, Cal., and
from there by steamship across the Pacific ocean. To-day I am in
Manila Bay, Philippine Islands, between 9,000 and 10,000 miles from
home . We have been on the ship 37 days, and I do not think we will
get offfor two or three days yet. This is a lovely country. It rains here
every day and is just about as warm here all the year as it is at home
in the summer. But, old Pennsylvania is good enough for me, if I live
to get back. Do not worry about me, for I have the belief that I cam
for a good cause. I a m fighting for God, my country, and for the heroes of the Maine. We have not had any fighting yet, and I do not
think we will have much of it to do. Tell the people that I am well and
send my best regards to all. I expect to get home before next Christmas. I am with the oldest regiment of the State of Pennsylvania. I
cannot get any stamps here so don't think I am broke. I get two Mexican dollars for one dollar of U .S. money, a nd I can buy as much for
one of these dollars h ere as I could for one of the others in the U.S.
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There will be 20,000 of our soldiers here to fight 8,000 Spanish soldiers. I have not the least fear but what I will get back safely. Hoping
to hear from you soon, I remain Your Son, John T. Bigham Co. E,
lOth U.S. [actually Pennsylvania] Vols. Inf. , Col. Hawkins, in command. 48

Peace
Even before the war began, peace negotiations were under way between the United States and Spain. On August 12, both parties concluded an agreement to hold negotiations, and an armistice was agreed
upon, taking effect at 7 o'clock in the morning on August 13, 1898: this
ended the Spanish American War. A peace treaty was signed in Paris on
December 10, 1898. Among the terms were independence for Cuba (after a short period of American occupation), annexation of Puerto Rico,
Guam and the Philippines, for which the United States paid $20 million
dollars. Also added to the emerging American empire was Hawaii, portions of Samoa and the area that was soon to become the Panama Canal.
Throughout the war, however, the United States had a precarious relationship with Aguinaldo and his insurgents. By the end of the war the
Filipino army had grown into a sizable force (30,000 men by some estimates). On June 12, Aguinaldo proclaimed a Philippine Republic hoping
for American recognition. But when the "Treaty of Paris" was signed, in
December of 1898, the Philippines was made a colonial possession of the
United States and many in that country felt betrayed. Relations soon
deteriorated and on February 4, 1899, Emilio Aguinaldo's forces attacked
the American army stationed around Manila. The war that followed,
known as the Philippine Insurrection, was long and bloody. Some have
gone so far as to call it "America's first Vietnam." Although this war is
today given very little attention, many more Americans died in the insurrection than in the Spanish American War. While not part of this
story, one Adams countian has left us with a vivid account of his service
in the Philippine::, during this period. John McCleary was a member of
Company E, 1st Washington Volunteers, and his letters appear in the
Gettysburg newspapers throughout the year 1899. 49
As a result of the Spanish American War, Spain, was virtually destroyed as a world power. Civil unrest and civil war racked the country
for the next 40 years. Mter the war, Americans would become increasingly active in the politics offoreign nations. For the United States, the
war marked the country's arrival on the world stage and firmly established her as a major power.
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Roster of the Adams Countians in Spanish American War
Company M, 5th Pennsylvania Volunteers

Beitler, Frank A., Gettysburg
Bushman, Samuel M., Gettysburg
Carson, Oscar W. , Bendersville
Corwell, James S., Fairfield
Currens, John E., Gettysburg
Diehl, James F., Gettysburg
Geiselman, John W. , Fairplay
Homan, William L., Gettysburg
Howard, Dwight L., Bendersville
Kappes, Frederick W. , Gettysburg
Koch, William J., Gettysburg
Lawrence, John I., McSherrystown
Lott, Harry G., Gettysburg
Martin, George A., Gettysburg
McDonnell, James W., Gettysburg
Miller, Charles E. , Orrtanna
Musselman, George W., Fairfield
Richstein, John, Littlestown
Roth, George H ., New Oxford
Sandoe, Ralph F., Biglerville
Sell, Charles H., Littlestown
Shields, George E., Gettysburg
Steffy, Wm. M. , Gettysburg
Staub, Louis R., McSherrystown
Tate, Frederick M., Gettysburg
Watson, Robert W. K. Fairfield
Welty, Charles R. , Gettysburg
Wise, James, Gettysburg
Zercher, John W., Littlestown

Bennett, Marion A., Seven Stars
Butt, Harry J . Gettysburg
Cope, John B. , Gettysburg
Cullison, Asa C., Gettysburg
Dally, William P., Gettysburg
Fenstermacher, Wm. L. , Gettysburg
Gladhill, James L. Fairfield
Hospelhorn, James L. , Fairplay
Jobe, Marion E., York Springs
Keime, Urban, Gettysburg
Kreider, Oscar B. , Gettysburg
LeFever, Curtis A. , Littlestown
Low, Andrew L. , Fairfield
McClean, Robert B. , Gettysburg
Mcilhenny, James G., Gettysburg
Musselman, Clarence J ., Fairfield
Noel, William J. , Gettysburg
Robinson, William B., Gettysburg
Rummel, John F., Gettysburg
Schriver, RobertS. , Gettysburg
Shadel, William, Littlestown
Sitizel, John A. , Bendersville
Staley, Augustus E., Kingsdale
Stonesifer, Joseph B., Gettysburg
Warner, George M. , New Oxford
Weirick, Frank X. , Gettysburg
Williams, Maurice, Gettysburg
Yeagy, William F., Gettysburg
Ziegler, Charles F., Gettysburg
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Fig. 5: Charles Welty (1875-1900), Company M, 5th Pennsylvania Volunteers.
"This Photo was taken just before Co. M. left G'B'H 1898" (ACHS).
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Other Adams countians who are known to h ave served during the
Spanish American War. The following was developed by information
taken from various sources and is by no means a complete listing. 50
Badders, Harry M., Littlestown
Bigham, John T., Cashtown
Buehler, Ralph, Gettysburg
Gettier, H. ~.,Littlestown
Hamil, William F., Gettysburg
Hart, J . Frank, Mummasburg
Kappes, Herman, Gettysburg
Keith, John, Gettysburg
Keller, William, Gettysburg
Linah, Samuel, Gettysburg
McCullough, Albert, Gettysburg
Mcilhenny, John K, Gettysburg
Mizell, Chatiam, Gettysburg
Oyler, Clinton, Gettysburg
Schick, John L. Jr., Gettysburg
Shields, Charles, Gettysburg
Simpson, J. H., Littlestown
Smith, Samuel, Gettysburg
Smith, Samuel J., Gettysburg
Snyder, George, New Oxford
Snyder, H. D., New Oxford
Snyder, John J., New Oxford
Snyder, Wm. Ruff, New Oxford
Tate, Clinton, Gettysburg
Tipton, Robert, Gettysburg
Tipton, Walter, Gettysburg
Williams, Charles A., Gettysburg
Wisotzki, Guy, Gettysburg
Weigle , John N. , Gettysburg
Welty, William, Gettysburg

Co. C, 4th Pa. Volunteer Infantry
Co. E , lOth Pa. Volunteer Infantry
Co. C, 18th Pa. Volunteer Infantry
2nd Div. Hosp., 3rd Army Corps
Co. B, 1st Md. Volunteer Infantry
Co. B, 1st Md. Volunteer Infantry
Co. H , 17th U.S. Regular Infantry
Co. H, 5th Pa. Volunteer Infantry
Co. B, 1st Md. Volunteer Infantry
Co. D, 12th U.S. Regular Infantry
Co. B, 1st Md. Volunteer Infantry
Co. B, 1st Md. Volunteer Infantry
Co. F, 5th U .S. Regular Cavalry
Co. B, 1st Md. Volunteer Infantry
Co. B, 4th Pa. Volunteer Infantry
Co. C, 2nd Pa. Volunteer Infantry
Co. H , 3rd Pa. Volunteer Infantry
Co. D, 5th Md. Volunteer Infantry
Co. B, 1st Md. Volunteer Infantry
Pvt.?
Captain?
Ensign?
Pvt.?
Co. B, 1st Md. Volunteer Infantry
USN, USS Columbia
Co. C, 3rd U .S. Regular Cavalry
Co. E, 1st U.S. Volunteer Engineers
Co. E , 4th Pa. Volunteer Infantry
Co. L, 9th U.S. Infantry
USN, USS Minneapolis
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Notes
1. General information concerning the
war will not be footnoted in this article. It
was gathered through articles in the Adams
county newspapers as well as the New York
Times. A wide variety of books was also consulted, including: The West Point Atlas of
American Wars (New York, 1959), 1:62, Map
155-158, J ames Rankin Young, History of
ou r War with Spain (1898); Henry B.
Russell , History of Our War with Spain including the Story of Cuba (Hartford, Conn.,
1898); David Woodward , Armies of the
World (New York, 1978), pp. 129-152 ;
AlbertA. Nofi, The Spanish American War,
1898 (n.p., 1996). A most helpful source was
an article that ran in th e Adams County
Ind~pe nde nt on August 20, 1898, entitled
"Correct Diary of the War."
2. A samplin g of articles from Adam s
county papers that highlight the suffering
inflicted by the Spanish in Cuba are: "A
Picture of Cuba," Gettysburg Compiler,
November 30, 1897; "Appeal for Cuba, Compiler, December 28, 1897; "The Cuban Republic," New Oxford Item, December 31,
1898; "The Horrors of Cuba," Item, J an uary 14, 1898; "Destruction of Life in Cuba,"
Gettysburg Star and Sentinel, February 22,
1898; "Starving Cubans," Star and Sentinel, March 8, 1898; "Cuba, Its Products and
People ," Co mp iler, March 15, 1898; "Pathetic Beyond all Description," Star and
Sentinel, March 22, 1898; "Plan to Care for
Cuban Children ," and "Cuba," Co mp iler,
March 29, 1898; ''The Golden Matter," Star
and Sentinel, April 5, 1898.
3. "Pennsylvania will help (;uba," Com piler, January 18, 1898.
4. "Washington Letter," Star and Sentinel, February 22, 1898.
5. "The Maine Di saster a nd its Consequence," Star and Sentinel, March 1, 1898.
The front page of that paper incl uded a full
page article on the sinking of the Maine by
an eyewitness, entitled "H awthorne on Disaster."
6. ''The Crisis and its Lesson," Star and

Sentinel, March 22, 1898.
7. "The Cuba n Matter," Star and Sentinel, April 5, 1898.
8. "What does War Mean?'' Item, April
22, 1898.
9. Item,April29, 1898. See also "Patriotism At Gettysburg," Adams County Independent, April 30, 1898.
10. "War," a nd "The Maine," Star and
Sentinel, April 12, 1898.
11. "Spain's Military Strength," Star and
Sentinel, March 22, 1989. This article reported that the force in Cuba numbered
about 135,000 regulars and 30,000 Cuban
volunteers scattered throughout the country. It also estimated the Spa nish forces in
the Philippines at 32,000 (including 15,000
native troops) a nd in Puerto Rico at 5,000
Spanish and 4,000 native volunteers . Its
reserve forces in an around Spain numbered more than 100,000. It was also
thought that Spain would call more of her
men to arms to meet the American threat.
Some estimated that the enemy force could
number over 600,000 before all was said
and done.
12. Russell , p. 305.
13. Ibid., p . 405.
14. "Quotas of the States ," Star and Sentinel, May 31, 1898.
15. Thomas J. Stewart, Record of Pennsylvania Volunteers in the Spanish American War, 1898 (N.P. , 1901) , p . 212. "The
Adams County Company," Star and Sentinel, July 19, 1898.
16. See for example: "Liars or What,"
and "Basely Deceived," Star and Sentinel,
Jul y 26, 1898; "Same Feeling Here," Indep endent, July 30, 1898. Ironically, Captain
Evan Russell was a veteran of the Civil War
and had served in the 5th Pennsylvania Reserves at the battle of Gettysburg.
17. "Adams Co. Boys," Star and Sentinel, July 26, 1898.
18. Ibid. See also "Company M, 5th Regiment, Penna. Volunteer Infantry," Compiler, June 26, 1898.
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19. A few of the letters from Company
M, 5th Pennsylvania Infantry that appear
in local papers include: Robert B. McClean,
Compiler, July 26, August 2, and August
23, 1898; George Martin, Star and Sentinel, July 26, 1898; William M . Steffy, Star
and Sentinel, August 2, 1898; William B,
Robinson, Star and Sentinel, August 2,
1898; Marion Edwin Jobe, Star and Sentinel, August 2, 16, 23, and 30, September 6,
and 13, 1898; George H . Roth, Item , August 5, 1898; John Richstein, Independent,
August 6, 1898. John Zercher, Independent,
August 6, 1898. "M," Star and Sentinel,
August 9, 1898; James Diehl, Compiler,
August 16, 1898.
20. Stewart, pp. 212-3. The two Adams
countians of Company M who died of disease were Sergea nt William M. Steffy and
Private John B. Cope.
21. Star and Sentinel, April 26, 1898.
22. Tipton Family File, Adams County
Historical Society; Obituary of Robert Lee
Tipton, Compiler, February 10, 1923.
23. "Letters from Robert E. Tipton," Star
and Sentinel, July 26, 1898.
24. Ibid.
25. "Letters from the Boys ," Star and
Sentinel, August 9, 1898. (Porto Rico was a
common spelling for Puerto Rico by American soldiers during the war.)
26. "Soldiers' Letters," Star and Sentinel, August 23, 1898.
27. "From the Boys," Compiler, July 12,
1898.
28. "Soldiers' Letters, Star and Sentinel, July 19, 1898.
29. "A Hero's Story of El Caney. Experience of a Gettysburg Boy with Spanish
Sharpshooters," Star and Sentinel, August
9, 1898.
30. "Soldiers' Letters," Star and Sentinel, July 19, 1898.
31. "Letters from Samuel Linah," Compiler, August 30, 1898.
32. "From the Boys," Philadelphia Inquirer, August 29, 1898 and reprinted in
the Compiler, August 30, 1898. A member

of Company C, 12th U.S. was J. W. Trimmer of Hanover, Pennsylvania . The Star
and Sentinel of July 26, 1898 reported that
Trimmer sent home to his father "a Spanish Flag captured by himself... ."
33. "Soldiers' Letters," Star and Sentinel, August 23, 1898.
34. "Death Takes Captain John Nicholas Weigle, Times [Westminster, Maryland],
January 4, 1946.
35. John H. Parker, History of the
Gatling Gun Detachment, Fifth Army Corps
at Santiago (Kansas City, Mo., 1900) , p.
121.
36. Ibid., p. 144-5.
37.1bid., p. 145-6.
38. "Soldiers' Letters" Star and Sentinel, July 19, 1898.
39. Ibid.
40. "Soldiers' Letters," Star and Sentinel, August 23, 1898.
41. "Death Takes Captain John Nicholas Weigle , Times, January 4 , 1946.
(Thanks to the Carroll County Historical
Society for this information.)
42. A letter written by Guy C. Wisotzki
from their training camp at Chicamauga
appears in "From the Boys," Compiler, July
12, 1898.
43. "Letter from Guy C. Wisotzki," Star
and Sentinel, September 6, 1898.
44. "C. A. Williams, 72, Postmaster Here
Nine Years, Dies," Compiler, March 20,
1943.
45. "Letters from the Boys," Star and
Sentinel, August 2, 1898.
46. "Letter from C. A. Williams," Star
and Sentinel , September 13, 1898.
4 7. "C. A. Williams, 72, Postmaster Here
Nine Years, Dies ," Compiler, March 20,
1943.
48. "From John T. Bigham," Compiler,
August 30, 1898.
49 . An article on the outbreak of the
Philippine insurrection appears on the
front page of Star and Sentinel of February 14, 1899 , and the first of John
McCleary's letters was published in that
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paper on February 28, 1899, and the series ran almost weekly through that summer.
50. Letters from Adams County soldiers
not printed in this article include those by
Clinton Tate, Star and Sentinel, July 12,
1898; Ralph Buehler, Star and Sentinel,
July 19, 1898; John Keith, Compiler, July

12, 1898; Chatiam Mizel, Compiler, July 12,
1898; J. H. Simpson, Independent, July 30,
1898. A diary kept by H arry M. Badders of
Company C, 4th Pennsylvania Volunteers,
is in the collection of the Adams County
Historical Society. Unfortunately, it covers
only the time period of April 28 through
May 6, 1898.
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"Raising Kane Takes Its Toll on the
Old Chambersburg Turnpike":
A Tale of Photographic Detection
by Elwood W. Christ
Inquires to which the staff of the society responds fall into several
categories, but all can be characterized as sensible, ludicrous , or somewhere in between. Most sensible requests focus on genealogy, old businesses, or some other facet of early Adams county history. Many other
times, ludicrous requests are received from parties who want to know
something about their ancestors from some foreign state who fought in
the battle of Gettysburg. The society simply does not have that information.
At face value, however, some requests only border on the ludicrous.
Such was one relatively recent inquiry which the author was asked to
answer. In early September 1996, the society received a letter from a
collector of Gettysburg memorabilia. Enclosed were two photographs

Fig. la: "Toll gate, Gettysburg, PA 1907"; looking west along the Chambersburg
Turnpike from the Kane farmhouse. (Achs).
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F ig Jb: Approximate site ofKane's toll gate, Old Chambersburg Turnpike, 1996,
looking west (E. W. Christ). Over the years, the roadbed has been worn down,
creating a steeper bank seen at left.

which the collector indicated were identified as "Toll Gate, Gettysburg,
Pa. 1907."*
In one image a male traveller balances himself on the toll gate, a cigar
in his mouth (Fig. 1). His expression suggests that he was hamming it
up for the camera.
In the other (Fig. 2a) , a female traveller, bundled up and wearing
driving goggles, bends ciown to look at a small child. The young child,
aged about three years old, seems oblivious to the woman, who probably
appeared to her as some alien from another galaxy. Meanwhile, three
other femal es, two of them young girls, watch the scene with but casual
interest.
The collector wanted to know if we could confirm that the toll gate
wa s in the Gettysburg area.
*The collector, Doug Redding of Rockville, MD , h as kindly donated the two ca. 1907
photos to the society.
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Fig. 2a: "Toll gate, Gettysburg, PA ,1907," looking west-northwest, past the Kane
farmhouse. (ACHS).

Fig. 2b: Site of Kane's tollgate, Chambersburg Turnpike (1996), looking westnorthwest (E. W. Christ). The small child stood about where the mail box stands
in this view. The northeast corner of the barn, barely visible in the top photo,
can be seen at the upper left-hand corner of this modern view behind the tree.
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Fig. 3: Lamont Kane and company at the old Kane tollgate, Old Lincoln Highway, looking east, 1974 (Gettysburg Times). Compare Lamont's face with that of
the young girl in the 1907 photo (Fig. 2a).

My preliminary reaction was that the views were definitely not taken
in or around the borough of Gettysburg and that they probably were not
even taken of a site in Adams county. Besides the number "41" written
on the back of each, nothing in the photographs indicated that they were
associated. They could be views of two sites taken miles and years apart.
I started to draft a letter beginning with the phrase, "Regretfully, we
have not been able to identify the toll gate."
Nevertheless, I did check the society's road and tollhouse files to make
sure that I did not miss the proverbial "needle in a hay stack." In the
back of my mind I thought to myself, "Well, if these views were taken in
Adams county, they may have been shot either in the northern part of
the county, or in the western part somewhere along the old Gettysburg
and Petersburg Turnpike, later the Lincoln Highway or old Route 30.
As I perused the road file, I came across an article that appeared in
the 25 September 1974 Gettysburg Times, "Beautiful Old Lincoln Highway Area Once Was Part of Chambersburg Turnpike Route." The reporter had interviewed Leon Lamont Kane, who recalled helping his
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Fig. 4a: Looking east, down the Lincoln Highway from Kane's field, toward the
Kane farm buildings (at center), ca. 1915 (ACHS).

father, the late Charles Kane, collect tolls at the gate located at their
farm house situated about twelve miles northwest of Gettysburg a short
distance from Mt. Newman in Franklin township. In a photograph accompanying the article (Fig. 3), there stood Lamont who, with the assistance of a local youth, held up the sign that had once warned visitors of
their approach to Kane's toll gate. Reading the article and looking at the
photo, I thought to myself: "Humm ... ,the Kane House does look similar
to the house in the one ca. 1907 photo." I returned to writing the first
draft incorporating information from the 1974 article.
However, something told me to dig deeper.
Checking the society's roads photograph file, I came across a view taken
about 1915 whose caption read, "Lincolnway, taken from Kane's field,
Adams County, Penna." (Fig. 4a). As I gazed at this new bit of evidence, a
chill ran down my spine. The terrain around the Kane farm seemed reminiscent of the background in one of the alleged ca. 1907 views.
My brain had yet to confirm what my instincts were telling me, namely,
that what I was looking at were two views of the Kane toll gate on the
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Chambersburg Pike in Franklin townshir~until I compared the 1974
photo with one of the 1907 views.
Gradually, a wave of realization swept over me like the storm surge of
a hurricane. The face of the young child looked almost identical to that
of Lamont Kane! Re-reading the article, I noticed that Lamont was born
in 1902. Assuming that the date of the two ca. 1907 views was accurate,
Lamont would have been five years old, a bit old for the young child.
Could the child, I speculated, be a sister?
Overwhelmed by my discovery, after the society closed, volunteer researcher Tim Smith and I, armed with photocopies of the ca. 1907 photos, drove out to the site. Though different-the terrain seemed steeper
than what appeared in the views and seemed to have more tree coverthe site could possibly be the one seen in the 1907 views. Something,
however, did not jive: there was a small barn directly west of the house
which, to me, did not appear in the one 1907 view.

Fig. 4b: "Lincoln way, from Kane's field, Adams Co., Pa." 1996 (E. W. Christ). The
Kane farm buildings stand at photo center.
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Arriving about an hour early the next day before the society was open,
Ire-accessed the data. As Tim had suggested to me, we had misaligned
the photo entitled "view from Kane's field ," which we had not taken with
us to the site. In that photograph, the toll gate was not just off the left
edge of the ca. 1915 picture as I had assumed, but rather was some 300400 yards in the distance where stood a small barn and the Kane farm
house.
When Tim arrived later that day, his observations all but eliminated
any reasonable doubts I had regarding where the ca. 1907 photographs
had been taken. As Tim pointed out to me, I had wrongly assumed that
the one view of the lady traveller, et al., was taken looking towards the
west facade of the house. He thought the ca. 1907 view looked along the
front, or south facade, towards the northeastern corner of the small barn
which could barely be seen in the old 1907 photograph, but which was
visible in the ca. 1915 photograph.
Then I began to wonder: "If this was the Kane toll gate, might I be
able to identify anyone in the 1907 views?" After checking census records
and the society's vital statistics cards, I was reasonably sure that I could
identify the women in the one view, except, of course, the woman traveller.
Assuming that the photograph was taken in 1907 and that the other
women in the view were all members of the Charles A. Kane family, we
might have standing behind the fence, left to right, the following: Mary
Ellen Kane, aged 44 years; daughter Anna M., 9; daughter Jessie P., 12;
and the little girl-Laura Catherine Kane, 3, born 15 October 1903. Ironically, Laura passed away on 2 August 1996--exactly one month before
the gentlemen wrote his letter to the society inquiring about the photographs. She died at the age of 92, living nearly her entire life in the old
Kane family home seen in the 1907, ca. 1915 and 1974 photos.
Family members not seen in the ca. 1907 photos included Charles A.
Kane, 43; Charles A., Jr., 10; William M. , 6; Leo L. , 5; and Mary J. , 1.
About a year later, ca. 1908, Mary Ellen Kane gave birth to
"Keillen" Grace Kane.
Although we at the society cannot be absolutely positive of the identification of the site or the people in the two 1907 photographs, one item
teasingly suggests to the author that he might be correct: Mary Ellen
Kane died in 1940 at the age of 76, on 26 August-the author's birthday.
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